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CREDITS SEQUENCE

IN BLACK: the sound of a scratchy recording of an angelic 
female voice singing Franz Schubert’s Nacht und Träume (Night 
and Dreams).

INT. UNFINISHED ROOM - UNKNOWN (1940s)1

FADE IN ON:  a 78rpm record turning, source of the music, and 
accompaniment to the work that’s going on --

WHICH WE SEE ALL IN CLOSE UPS: mostly of a MAN’S HANDS, 
working with exquisite carpentry skills on the walls, floor, 
details of a room. 

We can see his clothes, which ID his time period to some 
degree, but never his face. Possibly the back of his head 
(his hair is black), but that’s it.

CLOSE UPS ON: beautiful hand tools, wood shavings, gorgeous 
wood grains, dovetail joints... And then... 

THE WORK IS COMPLETE.

BUT THERE IS ONE STRANGE DETAIL TO THE ROOM: THERE ARE NO 
WINDOWS.

The Man takes stock of his handiwork; then goes into -

INT. ANTECHAMBER/BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS2

Where he closes a panel “door” to the room he just finished. 
It clicks shut perfectly.

BUT, AGAIN, ANOTHER ODD DETAIL: the door to the interior room 
fits in seamlessly, invisibly with the intricately detailed 
walls of this room.

HE HAS JUST COMPLETED WORK ON A SECRET CHAMBER.

Music ends. 

FADE TO BLACK. IN BLACK:

NICK (V.O.)
I’m lost.



INT. OFFICE, NY GENERAL HOSPITAL - FRIDAY MORNING (Present 3
Day)

FADE IN ON: NICHOLAS VERLOREN (late-30s, permanently 
stressed; thinning blonde hair, pallid complexion, sporting a 
mustache that doesn’t quite work).

NICK
(on the phone, irritated)

No, I’m sorry - I don’t.

As he hangs up, NOISE FLOODS INTO THE MIX: PA announcements, 
phones ringing -- you name it. It’s nerve racking.

OPEN UP TO REVEAL: A NONDESCRIPT ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE in a 
terminally hectic NYC hospital. Nick’s desk - the whole room - 
is a disaster. Obviously he’s in the middle of a MOVE. Packed 
and half-packed boxes are everywhere, and throughout the 
scene MOVERS come and go.

Nick distractedly takes his pulse... an old habit. Something 
crashes; Nick winces.

Nick’s ASSISTANT, MIRANDA, enters (40s, female, sweet), 
WHILE:

PA ANNOUNCEMENT  (V.O.)
(click, buzz)

Dr. Rollins please pick up your 
page.

MIRANDA
So your wife -

SFX: click, then BLARING STATIC, drowning out his Assistant’s 
words. Nick grimaces. THEN the static abruptly cuts out.

MIRANDA
-- in Claverack.

NICK
What’d you say?

MIRANDA
I said Maggie called to remind you 
she’s at the new site and she’s got 
Isaac. 

Nick nods, pulls out a prescription bottle. 

NICK
Where?
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MIRANDA
Town called Claverack. It’s up the 
Hudson a couple hours.

NICK
Sounds like a disease.

MIRANDA
I looked it up: it’s Dutch and it 
means “Field of Clover”. Zaroxolyn?

(Nick nods)
You want water?

Nick shakes his head; dry swallows a pill. Checks his pulse.

MIRANDA
You know they don’t work like that. 
And anyway pulse is not pressure.

Nick opens another pill bottle and swallows another pill. His 
assistant shakes her head, concern on her face.

The office phone rings.

MIRANDA
(picks up phone)

Nicholas Verloren’s office. 
(listens)

I’ll tell him. 
(hangs up; to Nick)

Rollins is on his way over. And by 
the sound of his voice, I’d buckle 
the seatbelt.

Nick exhales - shit. He looks at the piles of paperwork on 
his desk. 

NICK
What am I doing...

His assistant watches him. Finally -

MIRANDA
You know, my sister in law is a 
truly wonderful therapist. She 
works mostly with children, but 
she’s had a few adult clients that 
she’s really helped -

NICK
Miranda. Please. Please don’t. I 
have too much on my mind right now 
with this transition. 

(MORE)
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The last thing I need is my 
assistant telling me I’m crazy. 

MIRANDA
(stung)

Just trying to help. Wasn’t calling 
you crazy. I know this is a big 
step for you and I was just - 

NICK
I know, I’m -- Sorry. I’m just 
stressed. Or shit, maybe I am 
crazy. Whatever it is, I can’t 
tackle it right now. 

Miranda is about to say something else, when Nick’s office 
door bursts open and DR. ROLLINS, chief of surgery, comes in 
and beelines to Nick’s desk - a document in hand. Miranda 
slinks out of the office. 

Rollins drops the document on Nick’s desk.

DR. ROLLINS
What the fuck is this??

NICK
(reading)

Performance report - 

DR. ROLLINS
I know it’s a fucking performance 
report. Is there some “issue” I 
should know about?

NICK TAKES HIS GLASSES OUT OF HIS BREAST POCKET. On the 
report, a number of items are circled in red.

DR. ROLLINS 
I teed you up for this position to 
monkey wrench Baxter ‘cause he 
screwed me on the new wing. End of 
story. But believe you me, he’s 
gonna have you under a microscope 
every second, so you cut the 
bullshit or I throw you under the 
bus without blinking, is that 
clear?

NICHOLAS
It’s just been very disorganized  
here and -

DR. ROLLINS
Oh Christ, Verloren - grow up.

NICK (CONT'D)
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His pager goes off. Then he’s gone, slamming the door behind, 
leaving Nick in a daze.

INT. HOSPITAL STAIRWELL - FOLLOWING4

Nick, tucked into a corner on the top floor near a door 
marked “Roof Access”. He’s smoking, anxious & jittery. He 
clamps the cigarette between his teeth so he can check his 
pulse.

THEN: a door opens - a couple floors below - hollow and 
echoing. Nick’s afraid he’ll be caught smoking, but - -

MAN (O.S.)
(distant, hollow)

Maybe just get away for a few days.

WOMAN (O.S.)
That would be nice.

Nick moves carefully to the stair edge, looks down, catches a  
glimpse of the couple. 

MAN (O.S.)
All this noise, it’s impossible to 
think -

WOMAN (O.S.)
Or anything else.

MAN (O.S.)
-- Yeah... or anything else. 

The couple are kissing. Nick watches, smokes. He reaches into 
his pocket to grab a PILL BOTTLE, but it squirts out of his 
hand and hits the deck, the pills exploding down the 
stairwell. Nick cringes - FUCK. 

He takes a peek at the couple to see if they heard, but just 
catches the door closing behind them as they walk back into 
the building. Nick shakes his head, crouches to collect the 
spilt pills. 

NICK
Fucking of course. 

As he makes his way down the stairwell the natural light 
DIMS, and the stairwell slowly becomes more OMINOUS. 

Nick doesn’t notice as he continues to follow the trail of 
pills. 
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He picks up one last pill and stands, re-securing the bottle 
cap. 

Then he notices the darkness. It’s oddly cold down here. And 
there’s a droning sound. A rhythmic humming.

And there’s an ODOR. Nick coughs. What the hell IS that? 

Nick peers into the darkness. Scanning the corners of the 
small landing. 

MOVEMENT. A hulking, writhing SHAPE. 

NICK
What the fuck -- ?

He’s scared, sure, but he can’t help himself... he steps 
closer. The sound grows louder. The large MASS in the corner 
continues to shape shift in the darkness. 

NICK STEPS CLOSER -- AND THE MASS EXPLODES INTO MILLIONS OF 
FLIES. They swarm around Nick. He swats at them, helpless and 
FREAKED OUT. As the swarm dissipates, Nick sees what they 
were feeding on - 

A HUGE DEAD RAT, its carcass reduced to little more than 
bones.

AS NICK STARES, THE BUZZING CRESCENDOS; WHICH TRANSFORMS 
INTO: THE SOUND OF A CAR ENGINE AT HIGH SPEED.

INT. NICK’S CAR - LATER5

NICK AT THE HELM, smoking, ashes falling on his lap as he 
speeds - way over the limit - through a rabbit hole stretch 
of road bounded by towering, granite walls that feel nerve-
wrackingly close. 

The tension for us is very intense, amped by Nick’s seeming 
oblivion. And just when it seems we can’t take it anymore: 

THE ROAD SUDDENLY WIDENS OUT, blossoming before us THE 
BREATHTAKING VISTA OF A VALLEY MAD WITH FALL COLORS. A 
distant mountain range seems to go on forever.

Nick is stupefied -- so much so that he almost clips the 
guard rail.

OPEN UP TO SEE THE WHOLE GEOGRAPHY: as Nick’s car speeds off 
into the distance, a diminishing speck in the vast, 
spectacular landscape.
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EXT. CONSTRUCTION SITE, CLAVERACK - EARLY AFTERNOON6

We’re looking at a 2 acre dirt plot, recently cleared. A 
TIMBER CREW is easing a fully loaded LOGGING TRUCK up the 
access road.

A SMALL ARMY OF WORKERS are in full swing. PICKUP TRUCKS are 
scattered about, TOOL VANS, GENERATORS, CRANES: THE TRAPPINGS 
OF A WORK SITE.

There are A COUPLE FLATBEDS that have undefinable, large  
aluminum units on them (later revealed to be parts of a 
modern pre-fab structure). The site is being surveyed, 
strings laid out for a slab.

A FIELD OF TALL GRASS marks the DMZ between the construction 
area and A DENSE FOREST. 

In the distance, the sun is poised over a cloud-bound 
mountain. Whatever they’re building is going to have a hell 
of a view.

INT. NICK'S CAR - SAME7

Nick pulls into the site, stares through the windshield at 
the massive enterprise.

But even more impressive is the Woman at the center of the 
whole thing: Nick’s wife MAGGIE (mid-30s, black hair, 
professionally put together). She’s obviously the one 
orchestrating everything. 

She’s with her LEAD CONTRACTOR - STAN - at a folding table 
covered in CONSTRUCTION PLANS, giving instructions as VARIOUS 
WORKERS come up, get their marching orders and get to work.

Nick is, as he always is with Maggie, impressed. He parks, 
and gets out of his car. 

Maggie sees Nick approaching, quickly wraps up something with 
Stan, who heads into the work site. She forces a smile.

MAGGIE
This is a surprise. I thought you 
needed to be in the city, deal with 
the move and all that.

NICK
Yeah, it’s a mess there. I’m kind 
of in the way, actually. 
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They don’t kiss. Things definitely seem tense. Their 
relationship has the practiced vibe of a couple that has been 
going to therapy for a while. They have “tools” to get 
through their interactions, but it’s forced. 

NICK
You, on the other hand, are 
obviously in your element.

MAGGIE
Yup.

Maggie looks at the work site, the well oiled machine of it 
all. She’s obviously energized.

MAGGIE
It’s good. We’re on schedule, 
nothing fucked up yet.

NICK
“Not yet.”

MAGGIE
Yeah, as they say. There’s always 
the unexpected. Just have to be 
ready to improvise.

NICK
Which you’re good at.

(looking around)
Where’s Isaac?

MAGGIE
He’s down there with Golden. 

Maggie gestures to the far corner of the property where we 
can see a SMALL BOY sitting crosslegged near the tree line. A 
large GOLDEN RETRIEVER (GOLDEN), lays next to him.

NICK
Is he ok?

MAGGIE
He’s doin’ ok. He’s good.

NICK
Good. That’s great.

(then, re: construction)
So this is the one you’ve been 
telling me about -

MAGGIE
This is the one. Town’s been 
sitting on it for decades. 
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NICK
Why?

MAGGIE
Alderman I’ve been wining and 
dining said it’s a long story but 
the bottom line is all this was 
founding family land. The 
Claveracks. Then there was a big 
fire way back when, and the last of 
the family just evaporated. Taxes 
went into arrears in the 40’s 
sometime, property defaulted to the 
town as lien on the taxes. 

NICK
(smiling)

I have no idea what you just said, 
but it sounds -- good. 

MAGGIE
It is.

NICK
I’m happy for you.

MAGGIE
For us. This is going to be a great 
thing for us. And for Isaac.

NICK
-- Ok... ?

Maggie is instantly triggered.

MAGGIE
Please don’t do that Nick.

NICK
What?

MAGGIE
That passive aggressive shit. Just 
fucking tell me what you’re 
thinking for Christ’s sake. 

NICK
(come on)

You know what this is. You know 
what I’m thinking.

MAGGIE
Why don’t you tell me.
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NICK
This is a you thing Maggie. This 
has nothing to do with me and 
Isaac. This is something that you 
want to do, and that’s fine, but 
please don’t pretend that you’re up 
here, spending some rich 
developer’s money because it’s the 
right thing for the family. 

MAGGIE
I hate that you think you’re right. 

NICK
That doesn’t mean I’m wrong. 

MAGGIE
You are though. Dead wrong.  

Maggie marches back to the table with the plans and starts 
furiously rifling through them. She finds a page and grabs 
it, brings it back and thrusts it at Nick.

MAGGIE
The schematic for Isaac’s room. 

NICK
What do you mean?

MAGGIE
(ignoring him)

I decided to make all his windows 
clear-span so that the view wasn’t 
broken up by window panes. He’s got 
the best view in the house. And a 
cubby under the eave for Golden’s 
bed.

NICK
Maggie -

MAGGIE
(starting to tear up)

Our room’s on the main floor. Live 
in bathroom, and - 

NICK
Maggie, what are you talking about?

Maggie, tears flowing against her will, gestures to the plot 
of land.
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MAGGIE
This is ours, Nick. Our property. I 
worked out a deal to take it as 
payment. It’s the best plot in the 
whole development. Thirty-five 
custom houses, and this one’s ours. 

Nick’s floored. 

NICK
Could have told me --

MAGGIE 
(barreling on)

So, you know what, believe whatever 
you want to. I just... I don’t have 
the energy to fight with you. I 
don’t want to fight with you. 

Nick exhales. He just can’t seem to get it right.

MAGGIE
Thanks for coming.

NICK
Look --

MAGGIE
No. I mean actually: thanks for 
coming. For trying. But really?

She gestures to the enormity of her job, how upset she is.

MAGGIE
(sarcastically)

Thanks for coming.

NICK
Sorry. I guess I’m an asshole.   

MAGGIE
You said it, not me.

NICK
...I don’t know what to say. You 
got us a house.

MAGGIE
Not a house yet. Just a big patch 
of shitty dirt with a view --
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NICK
You got us a house. In the woods.

(laughing despite himself)
 In the middle of goddamn nowhere.

Maggie shuts down. Nick looks over at Isaac.

NICK
I’m gonna go see Isaac.

MAGGIE
Don’t upset him.

NICK
(zing)

Yeah, I’ll give it a shot.

He walks away. And just like that, they’re back to square 
one.

Maggie watches him go. Then shakes her head, shakes it off 
and gets back to work.

EXT. EDGE OF THE PROPERTY - SAME8

ISAAC, (9, quiet, thoughtful, with a piercing gaze), with 
GOLDEN the dog snuggled up against him, in the shade of a 
gnarled old apple tree that looks like something out of The 
Wizard of Oz. He’s dumped out a pile of books: IT’S ALL FAIRY 
TALES, GRIMM BROTHERS and the like.

He’s got one open on his lap to a well-loved, dog-eared page: 
HANSEL & GRETEL STANDING BEFORE THE WITCH’S CANDY HOUSE, 
SURROUNDED BY TALL TREES ON A SUNNY DAY.

ISAAC
We’ll build a house in the woods, 
Golden, and I’ll take care of you,  
and you’ll protect me from 
monsters.

He stares into space for a few moments, seeing something in 
his mind. Golden looks up at him, questioning.

Nick approaches. Isaac doesn’t notice. Nick hangs back and 
watches his son, witnessing a private moment. 

THEN: Isaac flips through a book and quickly finds a picture 
of an enormous dog who has eyes as big as dinner plates - an 
illustration from The Tinderbox.

ISAAC (CONT’D)
That’s you!
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Golden wags excitedly.

NICK  (O.S.)
What’re you reading?

Isaac startles and turns to face Nick. 

NICK 
Sorry bud. Didn’t mean to spook 
you.

ISAAC
(shrugs)

Didn’t. 

Nick sits next to Isaac. 

ISAAC 
Why are you here?

NICK
(raising an eyebrow)

Well hello to you too.

ISAAC
Mom said you were at work.

NICK
I was. I just came to check out 
mom’s new project. And I wanted to 
see you. That ok?

ISAAC
(shrugs)

Sure.

Isaac’s curtness isn’t meant to be malicious, he’s just 
direct, likely on the spectrum, but Maggie would never admit 
it.

Nick and Isaac sit for a moment. A not really comfortable 
silence. Then Isaac goes back to leafing through his book.

NICK
Good book?

ISAAC
Mmmhmm.

Beat. Nick chooses his words carefully.

NICK
So mom says you like it here.
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ISAAC
She did?

NICK
She did.

ISAAC
Golden likes it. 

NICK
Makes sense. Great spot for a dog. 

ISAAC
Yup.

NICK
Well that’s -

An image in the book stops Isaac.

NICK
Whattaya got?

Isaac shrugs; kind of holds out the book for Nick to see.

CLOSE IN ON THE IMAGE: an illustration of the tailors from 
The Emperor’s New Clothes, but it’s all scissors and nasty 
glee.

NICK
Kind of intense. Your mom get you 
that book?

ISAAC
Maybe.

He looks out into the forest. It looks very lovely, a sweet 
breeze animates the trees. A shower of autumn leaves drifts 
into a little tornado.

It’s maybe a little too perfect.

ISAAC
I think something is...

Isaac trails off. 

NICK
(concerned)

Something is what, Isaac?

ISAAC
Going to happen.
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NICK
Where? Here? 

Isaac nods.

NICK
Something nice?

ISAAC
Dunno.

A breeze blows through, riffling the pages of Isaac’s book. 
He shivers.

NICK
You cold buddy? Want me to get you 
a jacket?

ISAAC
(softly)

No.

NICK
Well don’t worry. You got Golden, 
right?

Golden woofs, Isaac pets her.

NICK
Well, I think something good will 
happen. I mean, Golden’s in her 
element. Your mom’s happy.

He looks back to the construction site.

NICK
Looks like she’s got big plans for 
a house that’ll have front row 
seats to the best sunset New York 
state has to offer. 

Isaac looks at the site. Now they’re unloading the aluminum 
units from the Flatbeds. 

ISAAC
Looks like a skeleton.

Nick is vaguely conscious that the units are a bit 
reminiscent of those rat bones he saw earlier. 

NICK
A house beast...
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ISAAC
(smiling)

That’s good.

Nick looks to Isaac. What did he just say that made Isaac 
smile that rare smile? Nick can’t really remember.

He gently touches Isaac’s shoulder. But Isaac flinches -- 
just enough to make Nick draw his hand away.

NICK
I love you, Isaac.

Isaac nods, turns his attention back to his book. After a 
beat, Nick stands. 

Not a question, a presumption:

ISAAC
Back to work.

Nick pauses, looks at Isaac. The kid kills him. 

NICK
Think I should stay?

Isaac shrugs. Then his attention goes back up from book to 
woods. Something feels like an ill wind.

ISAAC
Can if you want. If you don’t need 
to get back to work.

NICK
See what I can figure out. 

ISAAC
‘kay. 

He goes back to paging through his book. 

Nick holds for another moment. Then, conversation obviously 
over, he heads off. 

We stay with Isaac and Golden. Isaac flips another page, and -

AN UNEXPECTED IMAGE STOPS HIM: A GRUESOME TABLEAU FROM 
‘BLUEBEARD’ OF A LINE OF DEAD WOMEN HANGING BY THEIR LONG 
HAIR FROM A WALL.

Isaac’s eyes go wide. And all we hear is the sound of the 
wind blowing through the trees...
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EXT. CONSTRUCTION SITE - SAME9

With Maggie watching as the skeletal pre-fab units are 
carefully unloaded.

Nick walks up.

MAGGIE
So?

NICK
So, he’s Isaac. All Isaac all the 
time. He’s just out there on his 
own?

MAGGIE
Yes, Nick. All on his own. Assuming 
you discount Golden. -- He’s fine. 
He’s got his books. 

(back to watching the 
work)

I didn’t tell you I found this 
local babysitter girl with some 
skills. She’s gonna come over 
tomorrow for the weekend, anyway.

NICK
Oh, got it.

MAGGIE
What?

He shrugs - now we know where Isaac got that particular 
habit.

NICK
Nothing. I mean, Isaac was hinting 
that he might like me to stick 
around.

MAGGIE
He was?

NICK
Yeah, so I was thinking maybe I’d 
do that. Stay the weekend. But if 
you have that girl coming then he 
doesn’t really need me.

MAGGIE
He always needs his dad.

NICK
That’s -- very nice to say.
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Maggie’s got to get back to work.

MAGGIE
Look, stay. It’s fine. But so you 
know, this - 

(the construction) )
- isn’t going to stop. This isn’t 
vacation time for me.

NICK
No, I get that. Just good for me to 
be out of the city. Maybe do 
something with Isaac - ?

MAGGIE
Should I cancel the girl?

NICK
No. I mean, I’ll have stuff too, 
fielding the new office and all 
that.

MAGGIE
Right. We’re at the Marriott. I 
guess maybe go try and get 
adjoining rooms? I can call them -

NICK
No, that’s okay, I’ll go do it. I 
feel like I’m in the way here.

MAGGIE
(mildly annoyed)

‘Course not.

NICK
I didn’t mean it like -

MAGGIE
It’s ok. 

Beat. 

NICK
Well I’ll see you guys back there.

Beat. Then Nick heads off. Maggie watches him go. Then she 
checks to see is Isaac is okay. Things look status quo, so 
she heads back into the fray.
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EXT. TREE NEAR CONSTRUCTION SITE - SAME10

Isaac looking at another of the Bluebeard illustrations. With 
a kind of morbid fascination.

ISAAC
(reading)

The key, the key
Was stained with blood
She tried to wipe it off.
But try as she might
Scrubbing day, scrubbing night
The key, the key wouldn't be put 
right.

Golden GROWLS. 

BUT IT’S NOT THE PICTURE SHE’S GROWLING AT.

Isaac looks up to see A GORGEOUS RED FOX: STANDING STILL ON 
THE EDGE OF THE WOODS, STARING RIGHT AT THEM. Isaac takes 
hold of Golden’s collar.

ISAAC 
Golden, stay...

But Golden is priming the pump. 

ISAAC 
Golden, no - !

THE FOX TURNS AND SCAMPERS INTO THE WOODS. GOLDEN IS QUICKLY 
IN HOT PURSUIT. ISAAC SCRAMBLES TO HIS FEET.

CUT TO A HIGH ANGLE, GIVING US A SENSE OF THE WHOLE 
GEOGRAPHY: Isaac chasing Golden into the woods, Maggie in the 
thick of the construction work, Nick in his car pulling out -- 
BOTH OF THEM OBLIVIOUS TO WHAT ISAAC’S UP TO.

EXT. THE FOREST - FOLLOWING11

MONTAGE: ISAAC CHASING GOLDEN CHASING THE FOX THROUGH THE 
WOODS. We’re not really following a path, but we’re in and 
out of what was a logging road, now quite grown over.

WE COME TO A RISE, AND THE FOX STOPS, LOOKS BACK - ALMOST AS 
IF TO SEE IF THEY’RE STILL FOLLOWING. Then he disappears, 
Golden panting in pursuit. 

ISAAC IS FALLING BEHIND.
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STAY WITH ISAAC, as he passes through areas that will become 
touchstones of this journey: A STAND OF BIRCH TREES, THE 
RUINS OF OLD STONE WALLS... 

Isaac is getting further and further behind; any trace of the 
logging road disappears -- 

AND THE DEEPER WE GO INTO THE FOREST, THE MORE THE QUALITY OF 
THE WORLD BECOMES PECULIAR & STYLIZED - LIKE WE’RE HEADING 
INTO A FAIRY TALE. 

...

AT LENGTH, WE COME TO A STREAM: CRYSTAL CLEAR WATER RUNNING 
OVER A BED OF POLISHED WHITE STONES.

Hesitantly, but super thirsty, Isaac dips his hands in and 
tastes the water; then drinks gratefully.

AN OWL HOOTS AND FLIES MAJESTICALLY PAST. Isaac looks up; and 
regardless of the friendly sun beaming through the branches, 
the forest seems to loom. 

ISAAC
Gol-den...

No answer but the sound of the wind.

Isaac reaches into the stream, comes up with a handful of 
white stones; then continues walking into the woods. But now 
he’s in no hurry: HE’S LOST. 

He drops a white stone as he walks.

ISAAC (CONT’D)
And when the full moon rises, the 
pebbles will shine like newly-
coined silver -

(drops another stone)
- And show us the way home.

HE MOVES DEEPER INTO THE FOREST.

PRE-LAP SFX: CREAKING METAL.

EXT. GRAVEYARD, DEEP IN THE FOREST - LATER12

ISAAC PUSHES OPEN THE RUSTED METAL GATE TO A GRAVEYARD. He 
moves past cracked and tumbled-over stones. 

At the far end of the graveyard THERE ARE A NUMBER OF 
IDENTICAL, UNMARKED GRAVESTONES THAT HAVE OBVIOUSLY BEEN 
CARED FOR. 
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Isaac sits down, leaning against one of the stones - AND 
CRIES. It’s heartbreaking.

THEN, AFTER A FEW MOMENTS: FROM FAR AWAY, WE HEAR A SERIES OF 
PLAINTIVE HOWLS.

EXT. THORN HEDGE - A LITTLE LATER13

WE’RE LOOKING AT AN ENORMOUS, DENSE HEDGE: A THICKET OF 
WICKED LOOKING BRAMBLES, A DOZEN FEET HIGH, WITH DISTINCTIVE 
BLEACHED WHITE, NASTY LOOKING THORNS.

And there, at the base of the hedge, is THE PARTIAL SKELETON 
OF SOME ANIMAL, CLENCHED IN THE RUSTED JAWS OF A BEAR TRAP - 
THE WHOLE BIZARRE TABLEAU ENCRUSTED IN DEAD LEAVES.

Isaac gazes dumbfounded at this grotesque display.

ISAAC
(thin)

No...

His breathing shallow, his eyes betraying dread at what he 
might find, Isaac slowly circles the hedge -

- ONLY TO FIND MORE TRAPS, MORE SKELETONS, and some recently 
killed carcasses in mid-decay. THERE ARE DOZENS OF THE TRAPS, 
barely concealed in the undergrowth: A LOW TECH MINE FIELD. 

But there’s no Golden, so that’s good news.

And just as he’s almost back where he started, ISAAC COMES 
UPON A HALF CAMOUFLAGED GAP IN THE HEDGE. A little Alice in 
Wonderland-sized entry point.

And there, STUCK TO ONE OF THE THORNS, IS A BIT OF FUR... AND 
BLOOD.

Worried near to tears, Isaac clambers through the gap -

EXT. CLEARING IN THE WOODS - CONTINUOUS14

- FINDING HIMSELF IN A CLEARING, completely surrounded by the 
tall, virtually impenetrable thorn hedge.

IN THE MIDDLE OF THE CLEARING, SITS AN OLD FARMHOUSE: just 
odd enough to keep with the fairy tale quality, and just real 
enough to be possible in reality. A WITCH'S COTTAGE SQUEEZED 
THROUGH A NEW ENGLAND LENS.

There’s also a blown out barn, and a number of smaller 
structures scattered about. 
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And while it’s run down, it doesn’t look unlived in: there’s 
a pile of chopped firewood, a ragged garden with vegetables & 
herbs growing...

AND THE FRONT DOOR OF THE HOUSE IS AJAR.

INT. BARN IN THE CLEARING - SAME15

In deep shadows, a WOMAN is struggling with an unidentifiable 
task: something is hanging from the ceiling, and she is 
trying to pull it down... or something. 

There is a sound every time she pulls - it sounds WET.

INT. ENTRYWAY, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - FOLLOWING16

Isaac peers in, being as brave as he can. But his voice is 
stuck in his throat. So he cautiously enters the house,  
feeling the creepiness.

ISAAC
(thin)

Hello?

To his left, there is what seems to be A KITCHEN. Isaac 
chants what he’s been taught to if he ever got lost:

ISAAC
My name is Isaac Verloren and I’m -- 
and I’m -- My name is - 

He’s about to go in, WHEN HE BECOMES AWARE OF A SCRABBLING 
SOUND COMING FROM THE ROOM TO HIS RIGHT: LITTLE CLAWS 
SCRITCHING ON METAL AND WOOD.

We don’t want him to, but he follows the sound into -

INT. SITTING ROOM - CONTINUOUS17

In the hazy light, at first all we see is a massive pile of 
split firewood up against one wall; AN OLD BABY GRAND PIANO 
that looks like it’s been half chopped up for kindling; a 
stone fireplace, stained walls, peeling wallpaper. Clearly, 
the place has a foul odor - -

- NO DOUBT COMING FROM THE DOZENS OF RUSTIC CAGES STACKED UP 
AT THE FAR END OF THE ROOM, AND FILLED WITH RATS. LARGE RATS: 
obviously the source of the scrabbling noise.

When they become aware of Isaac, THEY SET UP A RACKET. Isaac 
hurries from the room, back into -
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INT. ENTRYWAY - FOLLOWING18

Isaac calls up the stairs, his voice half a moan:

ISAAC
Hello???!

Nothing. But there has to be someone here! He stumbles up the 
stairs, barely passable for the junk, baskets of vegetables 
and unidentifiable rubbish.

EXT. THE CLEARING - SAME19

CLOSE UP ON: FEET. Dirty. Bare. Small. Walking deliberately. 
We can hear labored breathing, as if whoever this is, is 
struggling with something heavy. 

A DROP OF BLOOD lands on a foot. Then another.

Then, coming from a distance away -

ISAAC (O.S.)
HELLO?!?

The feet stop moving. 

INT. 2nd FLOOR LANDING - CONTINUOUS20

Isaac breathless, looks around. There are TWO DOORS: THE ONE 
TO THE LEFT IS LOCKED.

BUT THE ONE TO THE RIGHT IS HALF OPEN. He pushes open the 
door and enters -

INT. ANTECHAMBER/BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS21

The light is very dim, and we can see that the windows in the 
room have been painted black. But over the years, the paint 
has cracked - like dried mud - and the sunlight coming 
through casts strange patterns on the walls.

We note the HUNDREDS OF GNARLED, HAND-MADE RED CANDLES piled 
up on rough hewn shelves. A HAZE OF SMOKE HOVERS IN THE AIR. 
But there’s no one here either.

He’s about to get gone -- when he notices that a section of 
one of the walls is slightly ajar, as if it has a door 
without a handle or even apparent hinges: A SECRET DOOR.

A dim light shivers around the edges. Isaac touches the 
panel; it swings open - 
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INT. THE MIRROR ROOM - CONTINUOUS22

Isaac enters the room.

The walls here are blank: THERE ARE NO WINDOWS. In fact, the 
room is virtually barren -- EXCEPT FOR THE LARGE OVAL MIRROR 
THAT HANGS ON ONE WALL.

A SINGLE CHAIR faces it, and on the floor beneath the Mirror, 
HALF A DOZEN DISTINCTIVE, TRANSLUCENT RED GLASS JARS are 
lined up. A guttering red candle sits on the floor nearby - 
the source of the smoke.

But clearly, THE MIRROR IS THE GRAVITATIONAL CENTER OF THE 
ROOM. Isaac is drawn to it...

SHIFT TO AN ANGLE BEHIND ISAAC, revealing Isaac’s reflection - 
AND A GLIMPSE OF WHAT HE’S SEEING: THE BLURRED FACE OF A MAN, 
APPARENTLY IN PAIN.

ISAAC REACHES OUT TOWARDS THE MIRROR. THE SOUND OF THE MAN’S 
PAIN AMPLIFIES, OVERLAID WITH UNIDENTIFIABLE MUSIC -- AND A 
WOMAN CRYING.

Isaac’s fingers shake (it’s as if the Mirror is exerting a 
magnetic pull), and when he’s within inches of it: A HAIRLINE 
CRACK APPEARS AT THE EDGE OF THE FRAME, TRAVELING A FEW 
INCHES ACROSS THE GLASS. 

Isaac touches the crack -- and CUTS HIS FINGER. 

A SMALL TRACE OF BLOOD DRIPS DOWN THE SURFACE OF THE MIRROR. 

THEN, IMPOSSIBLY, THE BLOOD REVERSES DIRECTION, AND IS SUCKED 
BACK INTO THE CRACK.

IN THE MIRROR: THE MAN SCREAMS, HIS FACE CONTORTED IN AGONY.

THEN, AS THE SOUNDS CRESCENDO: THE FOCUS SHIFTS, the blur of 
the Man in the Mirror disappears - - REPLACED BY THE 
REFLECTION OF A CADAVEROUS OLD WOMAN STANDING RIGHT BEHIND 
ISAAC.

FOR REAL. IN THIS ROOM. THE WORLD GOES ABRUPTLY SILENT.

OLD WOMAN
(harsh whisper)

What are you doing??

THE CANDLE SPUTTERS OUT, PLUNGING THE ROOM INTO ABSOLUTE 
DARKNESS. ISAAC SCREAMS - - !

CUT TO:
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INT. MARRIOTT HOTEL ROOM - SAME23

A standard, depressing-but-fine hotel room. The door opens 
revealing Nick standing holding his key card.

Nick tosses a plastic bag from CVS on the bed; sits by the 
window, pulls out his phone.

Nick texts. CLOSE IN ON HIS PHONE:

Miranda -- Maggie really needs some help up here with 
Isaac and all, so am going to stay the weekend. Can you 
keep things organized with the move?

He sends the text, looks around but there’s nothing really to 
see.

He dumps out the CVS bag. Toothbrush, travel sized 
toothpaste, a couple pairs of underwear tumble out. He stares 
at this little depressing tableau a moment, then walks into 
THE ADJOINING ROOM - aka Maggie’s room.

He gets a return text:

No worries, let you know if anything crops up that needs 
your attention - M.

Nick texts:

Thx!!

Send the text; looks around. The room has been made up, but 
Maggie and Isaac’s things are evident around the room. 

Nick walks into the bathroom. More of Maggie’s gear is strewn 
around. He looks through her toilet kit. Standard fare. And 
her diaphragm. Sort of standard.

Nick’s phone buzzes again.

A TEXT from Maggie: 

     Where’s Isaac???

NICK 
Jesus Christ, Maggie. Really?

He heads out.

EXT. CONSTRUCTION SITE - LATE AFTERNOON24

Nick pulls into the construction site, and hurries out of his 
car. 
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Maggie stands with Stan by the house site. She’s on the phone 
and has obviously been crying. She sees Nick, fear in her 
eyes. She quickly hangs up the phone.

MAGGIE
What did he say to you?!

NICK
What? Who??

MAGGIE
Isaac! You were the last person to 
see him. What did he say? Was he 
having an episode??

NICK
Calm down.

MAGGIE
Fuck you. I’ll calm down when I 
find my kid.

NICK
You don’t honestly think I would’ve 
left his side if he was having an 
episode??

Maggie swallows back a sob. 

NICK
He was down by the woods. Did you -

Nick turns towards where he last saw Isaac and STOPS DEAD.

ISAAC IS STANDING BY THE WOODS AT THE FAR END OF THE FIELD. 
Just standing there. Staring at them. By himself.

Even from this distance Nick and Maggie can tell something is 
up.

MAGGIE 
ISAAC!!

Nick and Maggie BOLT to where Isaac stands. As they get 
closer to him, something becomes horrifyingly clear:

HE’S COVERED IN BLOOD. 

NICK
Isaac -- !

MAGGIE
Oh my God! What happened to you?!
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Maggie slides in on her knees, sobbing, looks him over inch 
by inch.

ISAAC
(quietly)

It’s not my blood.  

Nick is like Whaat?? Maggie just hugs Isaac and cries.

SMASH CUT TO:

EXT. THORN HEDGE, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - LATE AFTERNOON25

A hard-core, jacked 4 wheel drive Police SUV pitches and yaws 
as it rumbles through the woods. 

TWO COPS - call them the VETERAN COP and the COWBOY COP - are 
in front, one driving, the other holding the “oh shit handle” 
above the window.

Nick is in back, hanging on.

NICK
Is this even a road??

VETERAN COP
Not anymore. Although even when it 
was it wasn’t much of one. 

They pass THE GRAVEYARD.

COWBOY COP
Your kid said something about a 
graveyard, yeah?

NICK
I think so.

They press on, and shortly the enormous, thorn-spiked hedge 
comes into view. 

COWBOY COP
Have you ever seen anything like 
this?

VETERAN COP
I have not.

NICK
What the hell is it? 
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VETERAN COP
Just said I’ve never seen anything 
like it. Haven’t learned anything 
new since.

They bring the SUV to a grinding stop.

The three men exit the SUV and stare in awe at the hedge. 

The Cops look at each other. 

VETERAN COP 
(turns to Nick)

Maybe it’s best you stay out here. 

INT. ENTRYWAY, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - SAME26

THE TWO COPS stand inside the dim entryway, taking in the 
unsettling disorder.

COWBOY COP
Fuck me.

VETERAN COP
(calling out)

Hello??

Nothing. STAY WITH THE COWBOY COP as he goes into - 

INT. SITTING ROOM - CONTINUOUS27

In the hazy light, at first all he sees is the massive pile 
of split firewood up against one wall, the piano, stained 
walls, peeling wallpaper --

Then he sees THE RAT CAGES. THE RATS SQUEAL at the sight of 
him. 

COWBOY COP
Oh my Lord, what do we have here??

INT. KITCHEN - SAME28

CLOSE IN ON: THE VETERAN COP, FACE ASHEN, STARING AT 
SOMETHING WE DON’T SEE.

OLD WOMAN (O.S.)
Get out.

REVEAL: the Old Woman standing in the doorway to the outside.
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NOW WE CAN SEE HER IN ALL HER GLORY, AND IT IS GLORIOUS 
INDEED. Imagine a wiry, 90 year old hermit who’s been living 
on traps and rats here in the woods her whole life. 

Her face is gaunt, haunted; her hair a closely cropped slate 
grey - she obviously cuts it herself. SHE’S HOLDING A FEW 
IMPRESSIVE, FRESHLY SHARPENED KNIVES -- AND SHE’S COVERED IN 
BLOOD.

To say that the Cop finds the entire situation surreal and  
grotesque would be to understate things.

VETERAN COP
Ma’am, you are gonna have to come 
with us.

OLD WOMAN
You’re here because of that boy.

VETERAN COP
Yes ma’am -

OLD WOMAN
You are trespassing!

VETERAN COP
Afraid it ain’t trespassing if you 
got cause.

OLD WOMAN
You have to go. I have things to 
attend to. 

VETERAN COP
That’s not gonna be possible. 

She slowly approaches him, those knives glinting.

OLD WOMAN
(level logic)

You have to leave -

The Cop unbuckles his gun.

VETERAN COP
(calling out)

Cam! Got a situation!

OLD WOMAN
- Because the meat will 
spoil and -

OLD WOMAN 
- winter is near.

The Cowboy Cop appears, takes in the whole scene.
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COWBOY COP
Oh fuck.

VETERAN COP
Place the knives on the table, 
ma’am.

He nods for the Cowboy to circle behind her, as the Old Woman 
keeps advancing - - But it’s not like she intends to stab 
them: it’s more like she’s only 10% here, like she can’t 
quite wrap her brain around the fact that anyone else is even 
in the room.

OLD WOMAN
(as if this explains all)

The winter -

VETERAN COP
Ma’am: stop.

OLD WOMAN
(not stopping)

I have my obligations.

VETERAN COP
Well you’re gonna have to take a 
break from those “obligations” for 
a while.

OLD WOMAN
(absurd)

Of course not. 

THE COWBOY COP SWINGS INTO ACTION; snags the knives, and 
restrains her. The Old Woman cries out. The Veteran Cop re-
holsters his gun; takes charge of the struggling Old Woman.

COWBOY COP
What the hell was she doing?

VETERAN COP
Christ, I don’t know: makin’ 
dinner?? Let’s get the hell outta 
here.

And with that, the Cops struggle the Old Woman out towards 
the front door. SHE SCREAMS BLOODY MURDER.

EXT. CLEARING - SAME29

The screaming has alerted Nick, and he’s just clambering 
through the opening in the hedge, as the Cops appear with the 
Old Woman.
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NICK APPEARS. THE COWBOY COP WARNS HIM: 

COWBOY COP
You don’t wanna go in there.

Nick lets them pass, dragging the Old Woman through the 
hedge.

Nick takes a glance at the Clearing -- the blown out barn, 
the smoking oven, the dilapidated house.

When he hears the SUV’s engine growling to life, he heads 
out.

INT. MARRIOT HOTEL ROOM - EVENING30

Isaac in bed, looking distant. There’s an open book in his 
hands, but he’s not looking at it.

Nick & Maggie are out on the balcony. We hear the murmur of 
their voices. Isaac looks over to them.

EXT. HOTEL BALCONY - SAME31

NICK
They said that??

MAGGIE
PTSD isn’t just for soldiers. And 
for kids like Isaac, it doesn’t 
take a lot to trigger it. And this 
was a lot.

NICK
Just sounds a bit extreme.

Maggie’s instinct is to be defensive, but she works hard to 
keep herself in check.

MAGGIE
You weren’t there.

NICK
No, I was with the police -

MAGGIE
Look. I read about this stuff. A 
lot. 
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NICK
(trying to lower the temp)

I know, I know -- It’s not that I 
don’t care -

MAGGIE
I know you care. I know you love 
him. It just takes more.

They lock up. Maggie tries to break the logjam, get back to 
business.

MAGGIE
What did they find at the house?

NICK
Just the old woman. She seems 
pretty messed up. Living in this 
kind of compound. 

MAGGIE
Christ, it’s lucky she didn’t -

NICK
I know.

Beat.

NICK
I think it’s good I stayed.

Maggie’s about to respond when: Tap Tap Tap.

They’re startled to see Isaac standing on the other side of 
the sliding door. It’s a bit of a jump scare.

Then Maggie slides the door open.

MAGGIE
Hey sweetie, you shouldn’t --

ISAAC
(to Nick)

Did you find Golden?

NICK
-- No.

ISAAC
I think that Old Woman maybe hurt 
her.
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MAGGIE
I’m sure she didn’t, Isaac. She’s 
probably just a very sick woman.

ISAAC
But she knows, right? What happened 
to Golden?

MAGGIE
Golden’ll show up.

ISAAC
There was blood on the thorns.

MAGGIE
? - What thorns?

NICK
We don’t need to talk about this - 

MAGGIE
(to Nick)

What’s he talking about?

NICK
There were a lot of these animal 
traps.

MAGGIE
(her voice catches)

Oh god -

She kneels down to Isaac.

MAGGIE
People like her, who live in places 
like that do that kind of thing. 

(she looks at Nick)
But it’s for catching rabbits and - 
whatever -- badgers, right?

NICK
Yeah.

MAGGIE
(back to Isaac)

For food. She’s not going to hurt a 
dog. Golden just got lost -- like 
you.

ISAAC
Then we should go look for her!

Beat. Then:
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MAGGIE
Your dad can do that.

(looks at Nick)
Drive around. Look for Golden.

ISAAC
Can’t just drive. You have to call 
for her.

NICK
I got it.

Maggie guides Isaac back inside.

MAGGIE
(to Isaac)

Then maybe you can make some 
missing dog posters tomorrow with 
Desdemona.

ISAAC
Who’s that?

MAGGIE
The sitter.

NICK
Maybe I can see if there’s a pound 
or whatever they do around here 
with lost animals.

Nick closes the sliding door behind him. Isaac climbs into 
bed.

ISAAC
Ow.

MAGGIE
What is it?

ISAAC
I cut my finger. In the house.

Maggie sits on the edge of the bed, looks at the finger.

MAGGIE
You got a tetanus shot, so it 
should be --

ISAAC
I cut it on the mirror.

MAGGIE
What mirror?
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ISAAC
(shrugs)

This mirror in the house.

This is clearly bringing back bad memories. Maggie sees it.

MAGGIE
Isaac, you’re safe now -

ISAAC
Something happened.

NICK
What?

MAGGIE
(warning: don’t pursue 
this)

Nick -

ISAAC
Saw something in the mirror.

NICK
A reflection?

MAGGIE
Nick!

ISAAC
No. Something in the mirror. Inside 
the mirror.

Hold.

CLOSE IN ON: Nick’s face, pondering that.

MATCH CUT TO:

EXT. PROPERTY SITE - SUNSET32

Nick is leaning on his car, smoking. He takes out a pill 
bottle and throws back a few. 

The sun is setting, a full moon rising. It’s ridiculously 
beautiful. And it’s clear that Nick has found a moment of 
peace in the early evening silence, the majesty of the 
scene... Just being alone.

He absently takes his pulse.
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THEN: the light of the rising moon and the setting sun 
conspire to illuminate the edge of the forest -- HIGHLIGHTING 
THE OPENING IN THE TREES, WHERE ISAAC EMERGED EARLIER THAT 
DAY.

Stay with Nick a few moments considering. 

EXT. THE FOREST - FOLLOWING33

CONDENSED MONTAGE: Nick moving through the woods. 

He finds the overgrown logging road, which takes him through 
the stand of birch trees; past the ruins of the old stone 
walls...

It’s dusk now, but THE FULL MOON ILLUMINATES EVERYTHING IN 
COOL WHITE LIGHT. And with the moonlight and all, it really 
feels like we’ve entered a fairy tale world. 

EXT. DEEP IN THE FOREST - NIGHT34

The stream of clear water, running over the polished white 
stones. And just as Isaac said it would, THE MOONLIGHT 
ILLUMINATES HIS TRAIL OF STONE ‘BREAD CRUMBS’ LEADING ON.

...

Nick passes THE GRAVEYARD.

EXT. THORN HEDGE - FOLLOWING35

Nick circles the imposing thorn hedge, avoiding the traps and 
skeletal remains. He comes upon the gap opening.

EXT. THE CLEARING - FOLLOWING36

Nick stands in the Clearing, scanning the yard: the 
dilapidated barn, a heap of compost littered with rat-sized 
skeletons, smoke rising from a domed structure made of mud 
bricks.

The windows of the old house reflect the moonlight like so 
many blank eyes. 

PRE-LAP SFX: a buzzing throng of flies.

CUT TO:
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INT. KITCHEN, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - FOLLOWING37

On the butcher block table in the center of the room lies 
GOLDEN’S CORPSE, FLAYED. The old woman must have been in the 
process of butchering her: NEAT STACKS OF RAW MEAT LIE 
NEARBY. The FLIES are having a field day.

And there’s Nick, leaning against a wall in the shadows, his 
breathing coming in ragged gulps. He’s just vomited.

CUT TO:

EXT. OVEN AREA - FOLLOWING38

A LARGE, FLAT BREAD BOARD, on which is a filthy tablecloth 
concealing Golden’s body. Blood has seeped through in 
patches.

Nick opens the oven door. He’s pumped up the fire and it’s  
going at a good clip. He slides the board into the oven; 
pulls it out - the body is gone. He shoves the hatch door 
shut.

INT. SITTING ROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - FOLLOWING39

Nick seeing for the first time: the pile of wood, the trashed 
piano, the cages, the squealing rats... 

INT. MAIN STAIRWAY - FOLLOWING40

Nick climbs the stairs with a morbid fascination, taking in 
the crates with their bizarre collections of weeds, rotted 
glop, mould. STAY WITH HIM as he arrives on the - 

INT. 2nd FLOOR LANDING - CONTINUOUS41

And there are the two doors: THE LOCKED ONE --

AND THE DOOR TO THE BEDROOM THAT’S WIDE OPEN.

INT. ANTECHAMBER/BEDROOM - FOLLOWING42

Moonlight fractures through the spiderweb cracks in the 
painted windows.

But the most compelling thing in the room is the slightly 
open panel in the wall -- AND THE STRANGE, FEEBLE LIGHT 
EMANATING FROM INSIDE, beckoning.
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INT. THE MIRROR ROOM - FOLLOWING43

In here, even without windows, everything is visible: the 
barren walls, the now overturned chair, the red glass jars 
that Isaac saw -- everything illuminated by the ethereal 
light EMANATING FROM THE OVAL MIRROR.

BUT THERE’S SOMETHING ELSE IN THERE. Not what Isaac saw, not 
a face -- but THE BLURRED IMAGE OF WHAT MIGHT BE A TREE, 
MOVING GENTLY, AS IF IN A BREEZE.

NICK TAKES THE GLASSES FROM HIS BREAST POCKET, puts them on. 
The image is inescapably there: sunlight streaming through 
the leaves of a tree.

MORE: we can hear the distinct, if distant, sound of INSECTS 
BUZZING. 

And there in a corner of the glass is Isaac’s hairline crack, 
edged in dried blood.

Nick moves towards the Mirror. THE SOUND OF THE INSECTS 
AMPLIFIES. 

Then, as he reaches out to the mirror, THE HAIRLINE CRACK 
EXPANDS ANOTHER COUPLE INCHES. AND AS HE TOUCHES THE GLASS: 

WHITE OUT.

EXT. THE CLEARING - AFTERNOON (1947)44

OUT OF WHITE, REVEAL: NICK, STANDING BENEATH THE BRANCHES OF 
A STATELY OLD OAK.

BUT HE’S STRANGELY TRANSLUCENT, AN APPARITION -- and he’s got 
the dreamy look of someone who just shot up some heroin.

IT’S A PERFECT SUMMER DAY. We can hear the sound of birds and 
insects, though all STRANGELY MUTED. 

He’s facing a house that - while still recognizable as the 
house from the Clearing - IS IN MINT CONDITION. The grounds 
are neatly kept, AND THERE IS NO THORN HEDGE. 

A FIGURE PASSES BY THE KITCHEN WINDOW, then disappears.

We sense that Nick wants to go see who that is --

But a DRAGONFLY appears, hovers a moment, then flies towards 
A LARGE BARN, some 30’ from the house.

As if in the gravitational pull of the barn, Nick heads that 
way instead.
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THEN: FOR A SPLIT SECOND, THE AIR FLARES BRILLIANT WHITE, 
like heat lightning -- THEN IT’S GONE. 

BUT THE FLARE HAS SHIFTED US INTO NICK’S POV.

WE’RE INSIDE HIM: hearing ourselves breathe, hearing the 
movement of our shoes through the grass. AND THE SOUNDS of 
THE BIRDS, INSECTS AND THE WIND ARE CRISP & CLEAR.

INT. BARN IN THE CLEARING - CONTINUOUS45

We pause in the doorway taking in the hazy light, shafting 
between the slats in the siding. We’re in a classic country 
idyll, all hand tools & hay. Dragonflies drift around lazily. 

A FOREST GREEN 1945 PONTIAC STREAMLINER STATION WAGON is 
parked in a place of honor. 

And there on the workbench are BEAUTIFUL HAND TOOLS, all 
lovingly cared for. A sharpening stone sits on the bench at 
the ready. Also on the bench, A WOODEN CHAIR - either on the 
mend or recently made: a glue pot sits nearby, an old style 
wooden clamp holds part of it together.

We pick up one of the tools, enjoying the feel in our hands, 
the weight, the solidity of it. 

The solidity. We can hold things. This is some dream.

THEN: we become aware of the hand that’s holding the tool. 
Our hand... but at the same time, not Nick’s hand. Rougher, 
stronger, weathered. 

And the cuff of our shirt, the cuff of the jacket we’re 
wearing - the coarse, worn fabrics.

WE REACH FOR THE GLASSES IN OUR BREAST POCKET -- BUT THERE 
ARE NONE. THEN, OF COURSE, WE DON’T REALLY NEED THEM: 
EVERYTHING IS PERFECTLY IN FOCUS.

WE RUN OUR HAND ALONG THE DELICATE CURVES OF THE CHAIR ON THE 
WORKBENCH...

THEN A DRAGONFLY CROSSES IN FRONT OF US - and we move towards 
the Pontiac, to the driver’s side window -- WHERE WE SEE OUR 
REFLECTION.

Inside may be the consciousness of Nicholas Verloren, BUT 
WHAT WE SEE IN THE REFLECTION IS A HANDSOME, CHISELED, DARK 
HAIRED MAN IN HIS 40s. 
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MAN IN REFLECTION
(shocked)

What the fuck - - ???

AT THAT MOMENT, EVERYTHING STOPS.

WE BARELY HAVE TIME TO REGISTER THAT A NEARBY DRAGONFLY IS 
SUSPENDED MOTIONLESS IN MID-AIR; THAT, IN FACT, THE WHOLE 
WORLD HAS GONE DEAD STILL. 

THEN: WHITE OUT.

INT. 2nd FLOOR LANDING, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - NIGHT 46
(Present Day)

OUT OF WHITE, REVEAL: NICK, RETURNED TO HIS REALITY AND HIS 
RIGHTFUL BODY.

BUT HE’S STANDING AT THE TOP OF THE JUNK-CLOGGED STAIRS IN 
THE RUINED OLD HOUSE, AND WIELDING A LENGTH OF RUSTED PIPE, 
as if he were expecting a fight.

Dazed, Nick tosses the pipe aside. Clearly he has no idea how 
he got where he is... or really even who he is. 

He stumbles down the stairs -

EXT. PORCH, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - FOLLOWING47

Nick plunges out the front door onto the porch. 

The brilliant moonlight has cast everything into high relief: 
not least of all the smoke drifting up from Golden’s 
cremation.

He is, at least, where he ought to be. BUT IS HE WHO HE OUGHT 
TO BE?? Wary, he turns to his reflection in one of the house 
windows. 

WHAT HE SEES IS EXACTLY WHAT HE SHOULD BE SEEING: NICK, in a 
state of shock.

HE REACHES TO HIS BREAST POCKET, BUT HIS GLASSES ARE GONE.

INT. MIRROR ROOM - FOLLOWING48

CLOSE IN ON: Nick’s glasses, lying discarded on the floor by 
ONE OF THE RED GLASS JARS. IT’S BEEN KNOCKED OVER. 
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Nick’s hand comes into frame; picks up his glasses. He puts 
them on and stares at the Mirror hanging in its perch - all 
innocence, a soft purr of light glowing from within.

ONE LAST TAKE ON NICK: dumbfounded, frightened -- AND FRANKLY 
EXHILARATED.

FADE TO BLACK. 

TITLE CARD: SATURDAY.

FADE IN ON:

INT. NURSING HOME, SECURITY WING - SATURDAY MORNING49

The Old Woman from the House in the Clearing. She’s sitting 
by a window, her eyes glazed, her lids at half mast. She’s 
worrying A LOCKET ON A GOLD CHAIN -- like one might worry 
Rosary beads. 

THERE ARE ALSO TWO OLD KEYS THREADED ONTO THE CHAIN.

   whap -

The Old Woman turns to the window. Outside, A DRAGONFLY is 
batting against the pane, like it’s trying to get in.

OLD WOMAN 
(thin)

Not my fault...

The Dragonfly bats against the window again -- whap.

INT. NURSING HOME, OBSERVATION BOOTH - FOLLOWING50

Nick, with a VISITOR ID tag around his neck, is reflected in 
the glass of the observation booth side of a one-way mirror. 

He’s looking into AN EXAMINATION ROOM at the Old Woman, 
hunkered down on a couch, mumbling to herself (we hear her 
via loudspeaker). She still has the gold chain in hand.

The door to the booth opens, revealing A THERAPIST, DR.CARBON 
(40s, handsome, dark haired).

CARBON
Mr. Verloren?

Nicholas turns, taken aback by Carbon -- WHO BEARS A 
REMARKABLE RESEMBLANCE TO THE MAN NICK SAW IN THE REFLECTION 
IN THE CAR WINDOW IN THE MIRROR WORLD.
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CARBON
Something?

NICK
No. Just - nothing. 

(putting out his hand)
Nicholas. Nick.

CARBON
Jack Carbon. 

They shake hands.

CARBON
So you’re with New York General. 
I’m impressed.

NICK
It’s just a job.

CARBON
At an impressive place. Got you in 
here.

NICK
Well, there was an incident with my 
son and -

(nods to the Old Woman)
- her. He got lost in the woods and 
chanced on her house.

CARBON
He ok?

NICK
He seems ok. Physically, anyway. 

CARBON
What was he doing out there? You 
know you could go into those woods 
and not come out ‘til you get to 
Canada.

NICK
His dog got away from him.

CARBON
But they walked all the way out 
there from town?

NICK
No. Company my wife works for is 
developing a piece of land nearby.
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CARBON
Ah yes. The “Developers.” 

Carbon moves next to Nick at the glass, looking in on the Old 
Woman.

CARBON
Your wife’s company know that’s the 
old Claverack property? Like “where 
it all began”.

NICK
Not sure.

CARBON
The original Claverack place burned 
down a long time ago, land went 
into receivership. Everybody 
assumed they were all dead, but 
we’re pretty sure the old lady in 
there is actually the last of the 
Claveracks. 

Beat.

CARBON
I hear the place is peculiar. Guess 
she was some kind of hermit or 
something. Cop said the place was 
disturbing.

SEEN THROUGH THE GLASS: the door to the Examination Room 
opens and an INTERN enters (late 20s, female - LONG HAIR). 
The Old Woman doesn’t look up, fixated on the locket.

CARBON
Intern. I’m here to observe.

(looks at Nick)
We can observe together.

The Therapist gives Nick a radiant smile.

INTERN
(over loudspeaker)

Good morning.

INT. EXAMINATION ROOM - SAME51

A small room with a single window.

The Intern sits near the Old Woman, a file folder in hand.
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INTERN
How’re we doing today?

The Old Woman looks up - - and something about the Intern 
causes her to stare. She runs her arthritic fingers through 
her own close cropped hair.

OLD WOMAN
I had beautiful hair once.

INTERN
(professional smile)

I’m sure you were quite pretty.

OLD WOMAN
(absurd)

Of course not. 
(leaning in)

If I’d been pretty it never would 
have happened.

Unnerved, the Intern goes back to the file.

INTERN
Alright, well let’s --

OLD WOMAN
I need to go back. 

INTERN
-- Why is that?

OLD WOMAN
I have work to do. The Mirror...

INT. OBSERVATION BOOTH - SAME52

Nick and Carbon watching the scene through the glass.

NICK
She say a mirror?

OLD WOMAN
(over speaker)

I’m afraid that boy might 
have --

CARBON
(to Nick)

How’s that?

NICK
She said something about a mirror. 

CARBON
And?
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INTERN
(over speaker)

Do you think he broke it?

NICK
Nothing.

OLD WOMAN
(over speaker)

No... but it worries me.

INTERN
(over speaker)

Why?

The Old Woman looks at the Intern as if the matter were self 
evident.

OLD WOMAN
(over speaker)

The dragonflies.

The Intern glances our way, raising her eyebrows at this 
seeming non-sequitur.

INT. EXAMINATION ROOM - SAME53

Back to the file folder:

INTERN
So we’ve combed through the county 
records and come to the conclusion 
that you may be Helen Claverack. Is 
that right?

Whap - a dragonfly is now batting at this window

The Old Woman (indeed Helen Claverack) resists looking.

INTERN
(reading the file)

No next of kin. 

The Old Woman’s attention goes back to the Locket.

INTERN
Married a David St. Cyr in 1946. 

OLD WOMAN
(barely audible)

Monster -- 

She clicks open the Locket.

   Whap - another dragonfly
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The Intern continues to reference the file, oblivious.

INTERN
Record says he had been married 
before...

   Whap - 

OLD WOMAN
(a soft whine)

I know...

   Whap Whap - 

NOW HALF A DOZEN DRAGONFLIES ARE BATTING AT THE GLASS. 

INTERN (O.S.)
I see he’d been married more than 
once -

   Whap Whap Whap - 

OLD WOMAN
(getting worked up)

I know, I know.

THE INTERN’S VOICE GRADUALLY EVOLVES INTO SOMETHING 
CONDESCENDING, JUDGMENTAL:

INTERN (O.S.)
- And would you imagine that, in 
every instance, he would glide 
across the floor with the girl he 
adored?? 

OLD WOMAN
(turning on her)

? -  What??

THE INTERN HAS TRANSFORMED, her face now distorted by a 
disturbing grimace. 

INTERN
Does that sound about right - 
Helen?? 

THE SOUND OF THE DRAGONFLIES IS INSISTENT.

OLD WOMAN
(frantic)

I -- need to - - need to ---

INTERN
(brutal)

Is that right, Helen? With 
the girl he adored? 
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INTERN
(relentless)

As the band played on and on and on 
and --

The Old Woman struggles to her feet. THE SOUND OF THE 
DRAGONFLIES MULTIPLIES.

INT. OBSERVATION ROOM - SAME54

In here, there is only the dull buzz of static, and the  
intense voices of the two women. 

INTERN
(over speaker)

Now let’s sit back down -

SEEN THROUGH THE GLASS: the Intern (her normal self) casts an 
uneasy glance at the one-way glass.

CARBON
(to Nick)

Guess I better get in there.

He heads out, LEAVING THE HALLWAY DOOR OPEN. Nick stays 
riveted to the one-way glass.

INTERN
(over speaker)

Let’s look at your locket. Did you 
have children? Are they pictures --

OLD WOMAN
No! 

INTERN
Then is it your husband? Is he 
still alive?

OLD WOMAN
(over speaker)

No, no, he can’t be -- ! 

SEEN THROUGH THE GLASS: Carbon enters the Exam Room.

CARBON
(over speaker)

I’ll take it from here.

THE OLD WOMAN SEES CARBON; STOPS DEAD, STARING IN DISBELIEF, 
BELIEVING SHE RECOGNIZES HIM --
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HELEN
Oh God - - 

CARBON
(a kind smile)

Hello, Helen.

THE OLD WOMAN’S SURPRISE MORPHS INTO UNDILUTED HATRED:

OLD WOMAN
That fucking boy.

SHE ATTACKS CARBON, RAKING HIS FACE WITH HER NAILS. 

CARBON CRIES OUT! 

NICK
Jesus!

THE INTERN RUSHES INTO THE HALL, SHOUTING FOR HELP.

Through the open doorway Nick sees 3 AIDES RUSH PAST.

SEEN THROUGH THE GLASS: THE AIDES DRAG THE OLD WOMAN OFF 
CARBON, HIS FACE DRIPPING BLOOD. The Intern tends to him, in 
tears. 

THE AIDES GET CONTROL OF THE OLD WOMAN, STEER HER OUT INTO 
THE HALL.

Nick turns just as THE AIDES DRAG THE OLD WOMAN PAST THE OPEN 
DOORWAY.

- AND AT THAT MOMENT: SHE DROPS THE GOLD CHAIN.

Nick holds a moment... But the temptation is too great. 

HE NIPS OUT INTO THE HALLWAY AND RETRIEVES THE CHAIN.

From down the hall, we can hear the Old Woman screaming 
bloody murder.

EXT. MARRIOT HOTEL - SAME55

Walking towards her car, Maggie is talking with the local 
high school girl she hired to chill with Isaac: the DESDEMONA 
(retro-Goth, 17).

Isaac lags behind, looking pretty moody - better, but not 
best - clutching a few of his well worn books.
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INT. NICK’S CAR, DIRT ROAD - LATER56

Nick sitting in his car, parked off a rutted dirt road that 
abuts the forest. 

He takes out the gold chain; looks at the two keys threaded 
onto the chain. Then he opens the locket. In one of the 
frames, there’s a faded photo of a young woman. 

The scratched and faded photo in the other frame looks very 
much like the 40 year old Man Nick saw reflected in the car 
window in the Mirror World.

Nick just stares, dumbfounded.

EXT. THE FOREST - LATER57

With Nick, walking through the forest.

He comes to THE GRAVEYARD, heads in. The stones are old - 
18th & 19th century. There are a number of ‘Claveracks’, but:

NICK
No David St. Cyr.

He notices the group of identical, unmarked stones at the far 
end of the graveyard -- but doesn’t pay them much notice. 

EXT. THE CLEARING - LATER58

As Nick clambers through the gap in the thorn hedge, HIS 
JACKET SNAGS ON A THORN. After a moment’s struggle, he frees 
himself. 

He looks around, heads for the dilapidated barn.

INT. BARN IN THE CLEARING - FOLLOWING59

The place has been untended to for decades. The roof has 
fallen in, but still Nick is able to see the crushed, rusted 
hulk of a car.

Nick goes to the car, and sees his muddy reflection in the 
mostly intact driver’s side window.

MATCH CUT TO:
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INT. THE MIRROR ROOM - FOLLOWING60

HIS GLASSES ON, Nick gazes at his reflection in the Oval 
Mirror. Overlaid on his reflection is ANOTHER UNDEFINABLE 
IMAGE: not the tree and the sunlight, something else... 

Nick reaches out towards the mirror. THE HAIRLINE CRACK 
EXPANDS ANOTHER INCH. Nick looks like a scientist, perplexed 
but nonetheless pleased by a successful experiment.

HE TOUCHES THE GLASS, WE HEAR A SOUND LIKE PAPER TEARING, 
THEN - WHITE OUT.

INT. BARN, IN THE CLEARING - AFTERNOON (1947)61

OUT OF WHITE, FROM AN UNKNOWN POV: we are running our hand 
along the delicate curves of the chair on the workbench.

-- EXACTLY AS HAPPENED THE LAST TIME NICK WAS HERE. 

We pause, seemingly aware of the repetition. Then A DRAGONFLY 
CROSSES IN FRONT OF US - AGAIN, EXACTLY AS BEFORE.

We move towards the Pontiac - just as before - and at the 
driver’s side window, WE SEE THE REFLECTION OF THE HANDSOME, 
DARK HAIRED, 40 YEAR OLD MAN. Nick may be steering the ship, 
but the ship has definitely been switched on him again.

By the same token, this time it’s not such a shock. So he 
peers at his reflection, as if trying to get used to it. He 
feels the beard-stubbled chin, runs his fingers through the 
full head of hair. Kind of amazing...

He stands up, still eyeing the reflection. Then he puts his 
hand in his jacket pocket; feels something; withdraws A GOLD 
CHAIN, THREADED WITH A LOCKET (but no keys).

THEN: SOMEONE ELSE APPEARS IN THE REFLECTION, BEHIND US.

YOUNG WOMAN
David?

“David” manages not to startle, takes a moment to replace the 
chain back in his pocket.

*(when Nick is inhabiting this body, he will be referred 
to as “DAVID”)

Then he turns to see a rather plain, shy YOUNG WOMAN standing 
in the entryway to the barn (20s, long black hair gathered up 
for work). It’s the Young Woman from the locket. 

Dragonflies flit around her, caught in the sunlight. 
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When the Young Woman and “David’s” eyes meet, a genuine 
loving smile blossoms on her face.

YOUNG WOMAN
Did you find what you were looking 
for?

So what do you do in a “dream” like this, that seems so real, 
so tangible? And with this sweet Young Woman before you, who 
only has eyes for - - whoever it is she thinks you are?

Play it safe.

“DAVID”
- Yes.

YOUNG WOMAN
Good.

She’s about to say something else; but instead, just keeps 
gazing at him, a look of something profound on her face. 
Maybe sadness or pain - OR HAS SHE REALIZED THAT THIS “DAVID” 
IS A FAKE??

“DAVID”
(cautious)

What?

YOUNG WOMAN
Silly. Stupid - Forgive me.

He moves towards her, carefully - as if the whole world here 
were fragile, ephemeral... and he doesn’t want to pop the 
bubble.

YOUNG WOMAN
It’s just sometimes I -- just can’t 
believe you love me.

What can he do? Her vulnerability, her love for this man, 
leaves only one choice. So as if in some pre-ordained ritual, 
he puts his arms around her; and like a delicate animal she 
surrenders to his embrace, relieved -- enfolded by him.

CLOSE IN ON: “David’s” face, Nick inside there, surprised. 

But there is little doubt that he finds whatever this is to 
be quite compelling.
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INT. THE MIRROR ROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - MID-DAY 62
(Present Day)

WHAT CERTAINLY LOOKS LIKE NICK, standing where we left him - 
gazing at his reflection in the Oval Mirror. But he’s clearly 
disoriented -- LIKE THE REFLECTION IN THE MIRROR IS NOT WHO 
IT SHOULD BE. 

When we’re uncertain who is inhabiting Nick’s body, we’ll 
call him ”NICK”.

“NICK”
(incredulous)

Again.

He takes off the glasses, squints at them like some 
scientific curiosity; then puts them back on - he needs them. 
He starts for the door -- but his foot bumps into something. 
He kneels down, and carefully rights one of the RED GLASS 
JARS that’s been tipped over.

The light coming in from the open panel door penetrates the 
glass of the jar. We can’t see much, but clearly THERE’S 
SOMETHING INSIDE, SUSPENDED IN MURKY LIQUID. “Nick’s” 
reaction is unreadable.

He stands, takes a good look at the man in the mirror; this 
face - Nick’s face: his pale complexion, thinning hair... 
that mustache.

Then he pulls himself up to his full height, and we can sense 
the man inside trying to make sense of - maybe even improve 
on - this body he finds himself in.

INT. BARN, IN THE CLEARING - AFTERNOON (1947)63

With “David” and the Young Woman, still in his arms.

YOUNG WOMAN
Everybody knows you could have had 
any girl.

“DAVID”
But -- I love you.

I mean, this is how these things go, isn’t it? This is what 
you say, right? For a moment, the Young Woman seems quiet, 
almost motionless. Did he say something wrong? 

THEN: 

YOUNG WOMAN
You really do, don’t you?
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Content, she collects herself; looks over to the workbench 
and the chair that’s clamped and glued.

YOUNG WOMAN
You make beautiful things, David 
St. Cyr.

She’s not looking at “David” so she doesn’t see the stunned 
expression on his face, as Nick inside remembers that DAVID 
ST. CYR IS THE MAN THE OLD WOMAN WAS MARRIED TO.

INT. 2nd FLOOR LANDING - FOLLOWING 64

“Nick” looking at THE DISTINCTIVE LENGTH OF RUSTED PIPE, 
lying discarded on the floor.

STAY WITH HIM as he heads down the stairs, through the 
chaotic mess, this hoarder’s paradise. 

INT. ENTRYWAY - FOLLOWING65

Here he pauses, glancing into the Kitchen. And opposite, into 
the Sitting Room. The rats, the mess, the pile of wood - all 
of it very upsetting --

BUT PERHAPS NOTHING SO UPSETTING AS THE SHATTERED PIANO.

He continues out onto -- 

EXT. PORCH, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - CONTINUOUS66

Where he stares in awe at THE IMPOSING HEDGE OF THORNS. 

PRE-LAP:

YOUNG WOMAN (V.O.)
You forgot.

EXT. THE CLEARING - AFTERNOON (1947)67

“David” and the Young Woman walking towards the house. He 
chooses a safe response:

“DAVID”
Forgot?

YOUNG WOMAN
Our anniversary.
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Something clicks. “David” reaches into his pocket, takes out 
the LOCKET & CHAIN and settles the gift in her hand.

Delighted, she opens it. In one frame a pristine photograph 
of the Young Woman -- the same image Nick saw not long ago in 
present day. We register that on his face.

In the other frame of the locket is the dark haired man whose 
body Nick is inhabiting - David.

YOUNG WOMAN
It’s so beautiful. Put it on.

She hands the chain back, turns her back to him. “David” 
takes the chain and puts it in place around her neck -- all 
the while taking in her hair, her intoxicating smell.

“DAVID”
There.

The Young Woman turns, looks up at him, happy indeed. 

YOUNG WOMAN
I made tea.

EXT. DEEP IN THE FOREST - AFTERNOON (Present Day)68

With “Nick”, moving out of the fairy tale land; past the 
graveyard, stone walls, birch trees...

He takes in each landmark as he progresses through the woods, 
clearly affected by each.

INT. KITCHEN, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - AFTERNOON (1947)69

With “David”, sitting at the Kitchen table as the Young Woman 
sets down TWO CUPS OF TEA. She sits opposite him, smiles.

EXT. EDGE THE FOREST, CLAVERACK - AFTERNOON (Present Day)70

With “Nick”, standing at the edge of the woods near the 
Construction site, gazing in wonder at what - to him - must 
seem like something out of a Science Fiction movie: THE TEAM 
OF WORKERS ASSEMBLING THE ALUMINUM ‘RIBCAGE’ OF THE PRE-FAB.

“Nick” emerges from the woods, as if hypnotized by this 
vision, to find himself in the open field. Across the way is 
Isaac, looking right at him. He heads over. 

THE THING IS: “NICK” HAS NO IDEA WHO THIS KID IS. 
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As he arrives:

ISAAC
Where were you?

So very much like “David” in the Mirror world, “Nick” feels 
he has to be circumspect about what he says and does. The 
safe choice here is:

“NICK”
I took a walk.

ISAAC
(scrutinizing him)

Did you go to that house or 
something?

“NICK”
- No. Did you?

ISAAC
(you nuts?)

No.

DESDEMONA (O.S.)
(calling out)

Isaac!

ISAAC
(exasperated)

Mom hired this girl. My “companion” 
but I’d rather hang with you.

“NICK”
“Hang?”

Isaac just stares at him.

ISAAC
-- Why are you acting so weird?

That’s a stumper. “Nick” just looks at him.

MAGGIE
(calling out)

Isaac! Bring your dad over!

They look over, and there’s Maggie heading towards them.

ISAAC
(to “Nick”)

Where’s your car? 
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But “Nick” is now staring at Maggie, clearly taken by her 
beauty.

“NICK”
We should go over.

“Nick” takes the bull by the horns and goes to put his arm 
around Isaac’s shoulder - you know, the way fathers do.

But Isaac disengages.

ISAAC
What are you doing??

“NICK”
Come on, son.

Isaac is like “Son”?? As they walk:

ISAAC
You look taller.

As they arrive at where Maggie and Desdemona are:

MAGGIE
(to “Nick”)

Where were you?

“NICK”
I took a walk.

MAGGIE
I thought you were going to that 
clinic?

“NICK”
-- I was.

MAGGIE
Well, what happened?

“NICK”
-- Too much to go into.

MAGGIE
? - Ok... 

(realizing)
Where’s your car?

DESDEMONA
(to Maggie)

Should I come back later?

Maggie waves her off.
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MAGGIE
Where’s your car?

“NICK”
-- I walked.

MAGGIE
From where??

Half a beat. “Nick’s” stuck.

MAGGIE
What is wrong with you? 

ISAAC
Right??

THEN: from “Nick’s” pocket, we hear his iPhone RING. He, of 
course, has no idea what’s going on.

MAGGIE
Aren’t you going to answer it? 

The phone RINGS again. This is starting to weird 
Isaac out. He starts rocking a bit.

Desdemona looks at Maggie, but she’s not paying attention.

And, deer in the headlights, all “Nick” can do is stare at 
Maggie.

MAGGIE
Jesus, are you on something??

DESDEMONA
(re. Isaac)

Mrs. Verloren -

Maggie reaches into “Nick’s” pocket and comes up with his 
phone.

MAGGIE
There’s a dozen messages here, all 
from the Hospital. You trying to 
lose your job or something??

DESDEMONA
(to Isaac, employing her 
skills)

Isaac, look at me --

MAGGIE
Nick??
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Well, there’s no way out of this one but to do the 
unexpected. Besides: HE WANTS TO. So with no further ado, 
“NICK” PULLS MAGGIE CLOSE AND KISSES HER.

That stops everything. 

Even Isaac, who is riveted by this impulsive act. Desdemona 
stares. And Maggie’s so surprised she lets it happen...

Then Isaac blurts out a laugh, and Maggie shoves “Nick” away.

MAGGIE
(stunned)

Jesus. 

Nick’s phone RINGS again. Maggie hands it back to "Nick".

MAGGIE
I need to get back to work. 

(to Desdemona)
Let’s talk.

They head back towards the construction site. “Nick” watches 
them go. Then he turns to slack-jawed Isaac.

“NICK”
That’s how you do it.

ISAAC
O - kay...

The phone is still RINGING.

ISAAC
Shouldn’t you answer it?

But with no idea how to, “Nick” just drops the phone back in 
his pocket.

“NICK”
Not today.

He looks to the pre-fab. 

“NICK”
Let’s see what’s going on here.

INT. KITCHEN, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - AFTERNOON (1947)71

At the kitchen counter, the Young Woman is washing the tea 
cups. “David” - for the first time without his jacket on - is 
staring at a wall calendar: July -- 1947. 
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“David” then looks down at his arm, the sleeve rolled up. 
There’s A TATTOO ON HIS LEFT FOREARM: A HEART ENTWINED BY 
BARBED WIRE, dripping a few Tattooed drops of blood.

YOUNG WOMAN (O.S.)
Come on.

Before he has a chance to react, the Young Woman takes his 
hand.

YOUNG WOMAN
Surprise me.

She takes his hand. He smiles, going along for the ride. She 
takes them into -

INT. SITTING ROOM - FOLLOWING72

- And guides “David” to THE LOVINGLY KEPT BABY GRAND PIANO. 
There’s a pile of sheet music, and on top: the music to 
Schubert’s Nacht und Träume. “David” reaches for the glasses 
in his breast pocket. Of course, they’re not there. 

A FLY BUZZES AROUND “DAVID’S” HEAD. HE ABSENTLY SHOOS IT 
AWAY.

YOUNG WOMAN
Go on. Play.

He looks at her, uncomprehending.

YOUNG WOMAN
Please. For me?

“DAVID”
- But -- 

YOUNG WOMAN
What?

Genuinely curious, she moves towards him.

“DAVID”
I don’t know how.

THE WHOLE WORLD GOES STILL. 

THE YOUNG WOMAN FREEZES IN PLACE. DUST MOTES HANG MOTIONLESS 
IN SHAFTS OF SUNLIGHT - THE FLY IS SUSPENDED IN MID-AIR.

“David” is bewildered by all this... BUT ONLY FOR A MOMENT. 

THEN: WHITE OUT.
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EXT. UNKNOWN LOCATION - AFTERNOON (Present Day)73

OUT OF WHITE: WITH THE REAL NICK, RETURNED TO HIS RIGHTFUL 
BODY. Nick takes stock of his surroundings: he’s with Isaac, 
walking down what appears to be the MAIN STREET of Claverack. 

Isaac’s got a stack of papers in his hand. He turns to Nick, 
excitedly:

ISAAC
We should hit the next street for 
sure, right?

Nick’s eyes dart back and forth, trying to catch up. Of 
course, he has no idea what Isaac’s talking about.

ISAAC
We’ll have to make more copies but 
we can get a LOT more up --

NICK
A lot more what?

Isaac stops, holds up so we can see: the papers he’s got are 
MISSING DOG POSTERS with Golden’s image printed on them.

ISAAC
? - Posters. Desdemona should be 
back in like a second with more.

NICK
(punting)

-- Desdemona?

ISAAC
(duh)

Desdemona. She’s making copies -

Nick’s phone PINGS a message alert. 

NICK
Wait.

He takes out his phone, looks at the alerts piled up.

THAT’S WHEN ISAAC SEES A THORN, STUCK IN “NICK’S” JACKET.

AND NOT JUST ANY THORN: ONE OF THE DISTINCTIVE BLEACHED WHITE 
ONES FROM THE HEDGE AT THE OLD HOUSE.

ISAAC
(bewildered)

Did you -
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NICK
(distracted)

Did I what?

Nick thumbs through his messages, giving Isaac just enough 
time TO PLUCK OUT THE THORN.

NICK
Isaac, I gotta deal with these.

ISAAC
But you said -

NICK
Look, I’m sorry about what I 
said.

ISAAC
- you didn’t need to! You 
were gonna help -

NICK
I -- I’m sorry, it’s work. I have 
to. 

DESDEMONA
(calling out)

Got ‘em!

Nick looks over at this HS girl heading their way.

NICK
Who’s that?

ISAAC
What do you mean “who’s that”??

NICK
Isaac, I -- I’ll be back. I’ll see 
you later.

And without another word, he heads off, busy with his phone. 
As he passes her:

DESDEMONA
(to Nick)

Hey -

NICK
Hi. Yeah. Be back.

He’s off. Desdemona arrives at where Isaac is.

DESDEMONA
Duty calls I guess, huh?
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But Isaac’s a million miles away, watching as Nick disappears 
around the bend. 

DESDEMONA
(taking Isaac’s shoulder)

Hey let’s go hit Greene Street. 
Lot’s of foot traffic.

They get into Desdemona’s nearby car, and - as they drive off 
- they pass THE FENCED IN SIDE YARD OF THE REHAB CENTER. 

AND THERE: sitting in a wheelchair some 30’ away IS THE OLD 
WOMAN WHO TERRORIZED ISAAC IN THE HOUSE IN THE WOODS.

Isaac is jaw dropped; stares as long as he can, before nearby 
buildings eclipse the vision.

Then he looks down at the strange white thorn he pulled from 
Nick’s shirt... What’s going on here??

PRE-LAP:

MAGGIE (V.O.)
“Let’s pretend that there’s a way 
of getting through, somehow. Let’s 
pretend the glass has got all soft 
like gauze.” 

CUT TO:

INT. BATHROOM, MARRIOT HOTEL ROOM - EVENING74

Nick toweling off from a shower, looking at the open locket 
on the gold chain sitting on the counter. The Young Woman. 
And David.

We hear a hollow voice coming through the air vent:

MAGGIE (V.O.)
- “Then in the next moment, and 
much to her astonishment, the glass 
was beginning to melt away, just 
like a bright silvery mist. And in 
another moment, Alice was through, 
jumping down lightly into the 
looking-glass room.”

INT. ROOM, MARRIOT HOTEL - SAME75

Maggie is sitting on Isaac’s bed, a copy of Alice Through the 
Looking Glass in hand. Isaac’s beloved books are scattered 
around.
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ISAAC
You think you can really? Go 
through mirrors into other worlds?

MAGGIE
Do you?

ISAAC
Well there’s lots of stories about 
mirrors. And there are sometimes 
good mirrors and bad ones. And even 
sometimes when the mirror can say 
nothing but the truth it’s not 
good. 

INT. BATHROOM - SAME76

With Nick, slowly getting dressed, listening.

ISAAC
(through vent)

Like when the Queen asks “Who’s the 
fairest of them all?” and the 
mirror can’t help itself and tells 
her Snow White is, and the Queen 
orders her to be killed and her 
heart brought back to prove it, but 
this hunter lets Snow White escape 
and kills a baby boar and cuts its 
heart out and the Queen eats it 
‘cause she thinks she’ll absorb 
Snow White’s beauty.

Nick pockets the chain & locket, leaves the bathroom, goes 
out into -- 

INT. HOTEL ROOM - CONTINUOUS 77

MAGGIE
Nasty. So that means it’s a bad 
mirror.

ISAAC
It’s a mirror that can’t help 
itself, so it’s not really good or 
bad, just -- is. 

(turns to Nick as he 
enters)

Desdemona hates this town. She 
can’t wait to get out. 

Half a beat; then remembering:
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NICK
Desdemona.

ISAAC
Yeah. Said soon as she graduates 
from high school she’s getting out.

MAGGIE
Why does she hate it?

ISAAC
She said it’s creepy.

MAGGIE
It’s not creepy, Isaac. It’s a 
sweet little town.

ISAAC
She said there’s all these stories.

MAGGIE
Every town has its stories.

ISAAC
But there’s this one about this old 
mill that’s haunted because the guy 
who used to own it would tie up 
these people that worked for him 
that he didn’t like and he’d chop 
them up. 

MAGGIE
Isaac - 

ISAAC
And there’s another one about this 
monster that lives in the woods. 
That’s why nobody goes in there.

MAGGIE
There are no monsters in the woods.

ISAAC
There’s that creepy old woman. 

MAGGIE
She’s not a monster.

ISAAC
But she’s crazy.

MAGGIE
She’s probably just a very sick 
woman.
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ISAAC
They put her in a loony bin.

NICK
It’s actually a kind of nursing 
home.

MAGGIE
(to Nick)

I hope she’s being guarded.

ISAAC
And anyway there’s this other story 
Desdemona told me about a long time 
ago there were these girls that 
disappeared and they were never 
found. It’s a creepy town. 

Maggie’s phone PINGS. She looks at it.

MAGGIE
(to Isaac)

It’s Stan. You mind if I take it?

Isaac shrugs. Maggie sighs, looks at Nick - holds out Alice. 
Nick takes it.

MAGGIE
Daddy’ll read some more.

Isaac shrugs. Maggie heads out to the balcony. Beat.

NICK
(re. Alice)

-- Where were you?

ISAAC
You don’t need to. Mom’s better.

Nick manages not to respond to that. He bookmarks Alice. Long 
awkward silence. 

NICK
Can you tell me what happened? I 
mean, at that house.

ISAAC
Why?

NICK
Well, I remember you said something 
about seeing something in a mirror.
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ISAAC
I cut my finger. And anyway, Mom or 
you forgot my pills and the doctor 
said sometimes if I don’t take them 
I might see things that aren’t 
there. 

NICK
I know -- but I’m just curious what 
you thought you saw.

ISAAC
Why?

NICK
Just -- am.

ISAAC
I don’t know. Some guy.

NICK
Was he by himself?

ISAAC
Why??

Nick regrets he brought this up. 

NICK
No reason. Never mind -

ISAAC
Did you go to the house??

NICK
(quickly)

Of course not.

Isaac knows he’s lying - but why? 

At that moment, Maggie comes back in from the balcony.

NICK
I’m gonna get some air.

Without another word, he heads out, leaving Maggie and Isaac 
both bewildered.

PRE-LAP SFX: THE FLUTTERING OF INSECT WINGS.
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INT. OLD WOMAN’S ROOM, NURSING HOME - SAME/NIGHT78

The Old Woman is sitting on the edge of her bed. The room 
lights are off, but she is brilliantly illuminated by 
moonlight. 

Outside the window, the full moon silhouettes HUNDREDS OF 
DRAGONFLIES, ebbing and flowing.

OLD WOMAN
(a whisper)

Tell me what to do.

REVEAL: hovering on the other side of the room is a GHOSTLY 
WOMAN WITH LONG FLOWING HAIR. HER EYE SOCKETS ARE SEALED WITH 
RED WAX, HER LIPS ARE STITCHED CLOSED.

OLD WOMAN
I promised I would take care of 
you...

The Ghostly Woman turns her palms up, revealing DEEP GASHES 
IN HER ARMS. A moment later, A STEAMING VESSEL MATERIALIZES 
IN THE AIR IN FRONT OF HER.

OLD WOMAN
(a revelation)

Yes...

Blood flows from the Ghostly Woman’s gashes. WHERE THE BLOOD 
FALLS, GNARLED BRANCHES STUDDED WITH BLEACHED WHITE THORNS 
RISE UP THROUGH THE FLOORBOARDS.

HAUNTING FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)
(singing)

- And he would waltz with a 
strawberry blonde...

As the dragonflies outside morph and swarm, the Old Woman 
rises and goes to her door.

INT. HALLWAY OUTSIDE THE OLD WOMAN’S ROOM - FOLLOWING79

The hall is empty.

HAUNTING FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)
- And the band played on...

The Old Woman goes to the room next door. The door is ajar. 
She pushes it open.
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INT. ROOM NEXT DOOR - CONTINUOUS80

A VERY OLD, DYING WOMAN is lying intubated on the bed. Next 
to her is a bedside table with VARIOUS PILL BOTTLES ON THEM.

In the corner is A YOUNG MAN (20s), asleep in a chair.

HAUNTING FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)
- Glide ‘cross the floor with the 
girl he adored, and the band played 
on...

The Old Woman creeps quietly into the room. She looks down at 
the dying woman. Outside the windows, dragonflies hover 
silently.

As the Old Woman looks down at the pill bottles, the Haunting 
Voice DISTORTS.

HAUNTING FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)
- Her brain was so loaded it nearly 
exploded -

INT. THE MIRROR ROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - SUNDAY MORNING81

THE VOICE MORPHS INTO A RIPPING SOUND, LIKE ICE CRACKING. THE 
HAIRLINE CRACK IN THE MIRROR EXPANDS.

OPEN UP TO REVEAL NICK’S BLURRED, JUNKIE-INTENSE FACE IN THE 
REFLECTION. THEN, WITH SHAKING FINGERS, HE TOUCHES THE GLASS.

WHITE OUT.

INT. SITTING ROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - AFTERNOON (1947)82

OUT OF WHITE: with "David", looking at the pile of sheet 
music on the piano; on top, the music to Schubert’s Nacht und 
Träume.

He looks at his reflection in the polished piano surface, and 
sure enough, there he is: DAVID. He’s happy to be back.

THEN PRECISELY AS BEFORE: A FLY BUZZES AROUND, AND “DAVID” 
SHOOS IT AWAY.

YOUNG WOMAN (O.S.)
Go on.

He looks up, and there she is -- STANDING EXACTLY WHERE SHE 
WAS THE LAST TIME. AND IN THE SAME PRECISE INTONATION, SHE 
SAYS:
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YOUNG WOMAN
Play. Please... For me?

One look at “David’s” face and it’s clear that Nick is 
falling in love. 

THE PROBLEM IS: the jig is about to be up. He doesn’t play.

“DAVID”
But -- 

YOUNG WOMAN
What?

This time, as she moves towards him, EVERYTHING SLOWS DOWN - 
EVEN THE FLY, BUZZING AROUND “DAVID’S” HEAD. It’s like the 
world is waiting for him; to speak, to act, to decide.

THAT’S WHEN THE IDEA HITS HIM. 

SO HE LOOKS AT THE YOUNG WOMAN, AND SAYS QUITE INTENTIONALLY:

“DAVID”
But I don’t know how.

And just as before, just as he expected: THE WORLD GOES 
STILL. THE YOUNG WOMAN FREEZES. DUST MOTES HANG MOTIONLESS IN 
SHAFTS OF SUNLIGHT; THE FLY SUSPENDS IN MID-AIR.

HE QUICKLY REGISTERS ALL THIS, THEN: 

WHITE OUT.

INT. ENTRYWAY, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - MORNING (Present Day)83

UP FROM WHITE: WITH NICK BACK IN HIS BODY, OPENING THE FRONT 
DOOR. He stops; realizes where he is. THEN BOUNDS BACK UP THE 
STAIRS, ENERGIZED.

INT. THE MIRROR ROOM - FOLLOWING84

Breathless, Nick stands in front of the Mirror with it’s soft 
purr of light. 

NICK
(breathless)

It’s like a game. With rules. Say 
the wrong thing -- do the wrong 
thing...
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THEN, like an athlete who’s ready for the big game, he 
reaches out and - true to form - AS HE TOUCHES THE GLASS, THE 
HAIRLINE CRACK PROCEEDS ANOTHER INCH AND: 

WHITE OUT.

INT. SITTING ROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - AFTERNOON (1947)85

OUT OF WHITE, AND HERE WE ARE AGAIN: staring at the pile of 
sheet music on the piano, at Schubert’s Nacht und Träume.

Nick, inside "David", is now totally conscious of what’s 
going on. IN FACT, HE LOOKS UP JUST BEFORE THE FLY BUZZES 
NEAR HIM. 

YOUNG WOMAN (O.S.)
Go on.

There she is, EXACTLY AS BEFORE.

YOUNG WOMAN
Play. Please... For me? 

So the strategy worked. NOW HERE’S THE NEXT HURDLE, AND A 
LITTLE FAITH IS CALLED FOR. 

So “David” bravely sits at the piano, opens the Schubert, 
looks down at the keys - at these familiar/unfamiliar hands - 
AND STARTS PLAYING... BEAUTIFULLY. 

The look on his face is indescribable.

EXT. THE MIRROR ROOM - MORNING (Present Day)86

With "Nick", standing before the mirror.

“NICK”
Whiplash.

INT. OLD WOMAN’S ROOM, NURSING HOME - SAME87

The Old Woman (who we now know to be Old HELEN) sits on the 
edge her bed. 

There’s a knock on the door, and without waiting for a reply, 
an AIDE comes in with a tray on which are TWO CUPS, A TEA 
POT, A PLATE OF COOKIES.

AIDE
We had to scrounge.
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The Aide starts to unwrap the tea bags.

OLD HELEN
No, no I’ll do it. Tea has to be 
made just right.

AIDE
Sure. Ring the call when you’re 
ready and I’ll take you down.

As he leaves, a dragonfly bumps up against the window.

OLD HELEN
Shh, shh...

She gets to work on the tea.

INT. SITTING ROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - AFTERNOON (1947)88

“David’s” hands rest on the piano keys, the last note of the 
music still ringing. The Young Woman (who we now know is 
Young HELEN) is at his side. 

YOUNG HELEN 
Bravo. You have so many talents.

(kisses him)
I, on the other hand, have but one. 
I am, if I may say so, an 
exceptional cook. But even  
exceptional cooks need things to 
cook.

Uncertain where we’re heading here, and not wanting to upset 
the delicate ecology of the dream, “David” simply waits.

YOUNG HELEN
So where did you hide the key?

Okay, that’s a tough one. 

YOUNG HELEN
You know - to the cold cellar. We 
decided it would live on the hook 
by the sink. Did you forget?

“DAVID”
-- I must have.

YOUNG HELEN
So?
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He smiles mischievously, waiting it out. She obliges by 
putting her arms around him -- AND THERE SHE IS AGAIN - so 
close, so sweet. Her hands move around his body, down his 
jacket... and into his pocket. 

She comes up with A RING OF KEYS, gives him a “Were you 
expecting something else?” look, then turns her attention to 
the key ring.

YOUNG HELEN
Here we are.

She unhooks a padlock key from the ring. She’s about to hand 
back the ring - when SOMETHING CATCHES HER EYE.

YOUNG HELEN
What’s this one?

WE SEE WHAT SHE’S REFERRING TO: IT’S A SMALL, ELABORATELY 
DECORATED ANTIQUE KEY -- ONE OF THE KEYS THAT OLD HELEN HAS 
THREADED ON THE LOCKET CHAIN. 

YOUNG HELEN
What’s it to?

Another little crossroads. “David” smiles, mysterious. The 
dream stays intact.

YOUNG HELEN
My man of mystery.

She kisses him on the cheek; places the ring of keys on the 
piano, then leaves the room.

YOUNG HELEN
We’ll need that chair.

“David” watches her go. It’s a marvelous sight.

EXT. EDGE THE FOREST, CLAVERACK - LATE MORNING (PRESENT DAY)89

With “Nick” again standing just inside the woods, looking out 
at the rapidly rising SciFi Pre-fab.

He steps out. STAY WITH HIM as he walks across the field. 

INT. PRE-FAB HOUSE - FOLLOWING90

“Nick” cautiously enters the pre-fab, looking around in 
unabashed wonder. Workers come and go, mostly ignoring him: 
Maggie’s oddball husband.
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He wanders into what will be THE KITCHEN. There don’t seem to 
be any cabinets. The walls just seem like flush panels. There 
are no pull handles.

“Nick” runs his hands over the panels, tries to pry one open. 
No go. Then he happens to PUSH one of the panels, and much to 
his surprise, IT POPS OPEN.

He pushes another one, and it pops open. Another, and IT 
SPRINGS OPEN revealing an illuminated, cool, stainless steel 
interior: the Fridge.

“Nick” is in wonderment. Then he spots a work table that has 
one of the blueprints on it, along with some hand tools. He 
picks up a hammer, enjoys the feel of it.

MAGGIE (O.S.)
Where did you come from??

“Nick” turns. Clearly the sight of Maggie gives him pleasure.

“NICK”
I was out and about.

MAGGIE
Did you check the pound?

“NICK”
-- Not yet.

MAGGIE
You promised, so I think -

“NICK”
(cutting her off)

Wait, is - - 

Maggie look at him, waiting, while he searches his brain for 
something; finds it.

“NICK”
Is Isaac here?

MAGGIE
(raised eyebrows)

You mean our son?

“NICK”
Yeah. He mentioned something about 
a tree house the last time.

(then)
We should build it.
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MAGGIE
You mean, with your mad carpentry 
skills?

“Nick” hefts the hammer.

“NICK”
I think I could get the hang of it.

He looks at her, enjoying the view. 

Maggie feels it; like he’s just undressed her.

INT. INTAKE ROOM, NURSING HOME - FOLLOWING91

CARBON is checking his e-mail. His face is scabbed from 
Helen’s assault. Even so, WE SEE AGAIN HOW STRIKING HIS 
RESEMBLANCE IS TO DAVID.  

The door opens and the Aide with the tray enters. Old Helen 
stays in the doorway, nervously fingering the gold chain 
while the Aide places the tray on the table; gives Carbon a 
“good luck with the nut case” look, then leaves.

CARBON
What’s all this?

OLD HELEN 
A peace offering.

CARBON
Oh, that’s not necessary. 

She shrugs, avoiding eye contact. It’s all so odd, Carbon 
isn’t really sure how to play it.

CARBON
Won’t you sit?

She takes a deep breath, moves into the room and sits 
opposite him.

OLD HELEN
I made tea.

CARBON
How very nice. 

(beat; what to say?)
You know, when they brought you 
here, we were quite worried.

OLD HELEN
Why?
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CARBON
You seemed so frail. But clearly 
you’re stronger than you let on. I 
suppose that shouldn’t be 
surprising, the life you’ve been 
leading.

Old Helen summons her courage and looks directly at the 
Carbon.

OLD HELEN
No. It shouldn’t. I’m very strong.

CARBON
No doubt. But still, you’ve 
exhausted yourself.

Unable to keep looking at him, Old Helen busies herself with 
preparing the tea. 

The sound of fluttering dragonflies surfaces in the mix...

OLD HELEN
My work takes its toll.

CARBON (O.S.)
Oh, I think you should let all that 
go now.

OLD HELEN
(tight)

You’d like that, wouldn’t you.

CARBON
Would I?

AND NOW SOMETHING CREEPY CREEPS INTO THE CARBON’S VOICE (WE 
STAY CLOSE IN ON OLD HELEN).

CARBON (O.S.)
(softly, seductive)

Do you think I would like it, if 
you let all that go? Helen? 

(a whisper)
Helen...

THEN: A MAN’S HAND COMES INTO FRAME, CARESSING OLD HELEN’S 
FACE.

OLD HELEN
Don’t - - 

BUT HE DOESN’T STOP. HE TOUCHES HER LIPS... HER BREATH 
CATCHES, DISGUST AT WAR WITH AROUSAL. 
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OLD HELEN
It won’t - work -- this time...

THE FLUTTERING OF THE DRAGONFLIES GROWS AS THE MAN’S HAND 
LEAVES OLD HELEN’S FACE, TRAVELS DOWN OUT OF FRAME.

   CUT TO:

A YOUNG WOMAN’S NAKED BODY, AS THE HAND TRAVELS DOWN, 
CARESSING HER BREASTS, HER BELLY...

   THEN BACK TO: 

OLD HELEN’S 90 YEAR OLD FACE, AS SHE SUMMONS BACK HER 
RESOLVE, ANGER FLARING IN HER EYES.

OLD HELEN
(spitting it out)

Stop!

The dragonflies recede, as we shift to: Carbon’s surprised 
face. THE WORLD, AT LEAST, IS BACK TO NORMAL.

CARBON
Perhaps we should - 

OLD HELEN
(brittle)

But we haven’t had our tea.

He nods, evaluating how he should, as a therapist, play this. 
Old Helen puts on a very formal air, starts to pour the tea.

Carbon looks down at his cup. THERE SEEMS TO BE A LIGHT, 
CLOUDY FILM ON THE SURFACE.

CARBON
It looks lovely.

OLD WOMAN
(contemptuous)

Do I.

Carbon lets that one pass. Helen recomposes herself.

OLD HELEN
Drink. Don’t want it to get cold.

Carbon takes a sip. 
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EXT. APPLE TREE IN THE FIELD - LATE MORNING92

At the base of the Wizard of Oz tree Isaac watches as “Nick” 
draws A SKETCH HE’S MADE OF A TREE HOUSE. 

HE’S GOT SOME KIND OF BANDAGE ON HIS LEFT FOREARM.

ISAAC
What’s that?

“NICK”
Oh. Nothing. Just -- got a bruise.

He rolls down his sleeve, concealing the bandage.

ISAAC
I know you went to that house. 

“Nick” stops drawing.

“NICK”
What house, Isaac?

He looks over to see Isaac stabbing at the platform with the 
WHITE THORN he pulled out of Nick’s jacket.

ISAAC
You lied about that.

“NICK”
-- I didn’t want to worry you.

ISAAC
Did you go to look for Golden?

For a moment, “Nick” can’t place who Golden is. Then:

“NICK”
The dog. 

ISAAC
Yeah: “the dog.” You know it’s like 
you had a stroke or something. And 
stuff I know you know: you don’t. 
And stuff like this - 

(gestures to the sketch)
- That I know you don’t know: you 
do. I mean, not that it’s not cool 
or anything, just --

MAGGIE’S VOICE draws their attention to the work site, where 
she’s yelling to a truck driver.

Keeping his eyes on Maggie:
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“NICK”
People change. 

ISAAC
I know, but --

“NICK”
(taking control)

Look I just have this feeling --
(finding the words)

- that I could start over again.

Maggie looks over at them, waves.

And now a little edge of something else creeps into “Nick’s” 
voice: an charge of sexuality.

“NICK”
Your mom’s very nice.

Isaac doesn’t catch the subtext.

PRE-LAP SFX: THE WHINE OF A SIREN.

EXT. NURSING HOME - SAME93

AN AMBULANCE DRIVES OFF, SIREN WAILING.

INT. INTAKE ROOM, NURSING HOME - LATE MORNING 94

A number of people are in the room conferring, including A 
COUPLE POLICE OFFICERS.

Old Helen is seated, attended to by AIDES. That said, she’s 
pretty calm.

INSERT: THE TEA SET LIES SMASHED ON THE FLOOR.

INT. THE BEDROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - LATE AFTERNOON 95
(1947)

With "David", looking at the gold chain & locket, draped on a 
framed photograph of David and Young Helen on their wedding 
day. Penned into the corner of the photograph is -

   Helen & David - June 13, 1946

He looks around the room, at the elaborately carved walls -- 
which include THE REPEATED PATTERN OF LITTLE CARVED KEYHOLE 
SHAPES on the wainscoting that runs around the room. 
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SFX: approaching footsteps, coming up the stairs.

“David” takes out the ring of keys from his pocket, and there 
it is: THE ELABORATELY DECORATED ANTIQUE KEY. 

YOUNG HELEN (O.S.)
What are you up to?

He looks up to see Young Helen in the doorway.

“DAVID”
Nothing.

She goes to him, TAKES HIS RING OF KEYS AND LAYS THEM DOWN ON 
THE BUREAU. Then she turns his face to hers, and kisses him.  

When they come out of it, she reaches behind her head, takes 
out the bobby pins and HER HAIR FALLS. IT’S LONG, AND 
LUSTROUS. “David” can’t help but run his fingers through it.

“DAVID”
So beautiful.

YOUNG HELEN
You always say that.

“DAVID”
Do I?

She smiles, kisses him again. 

YOUNG HELEN
I could live this day over and over 
again, couldn’t you?

“DAVID”
Yes.

Another kiss. 

YOUNG HELEN
You know, I always thought that men 
were just cruel. Always making fun 
of me because I wasn’t -- 

(pained smile)
- a movie star.

She laughs, but she’s obviously deeply wounded. 

YOUNG HELEN
(softly)

Then you... I keep thinking there 
has to be a catch.
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“David” doesn’t know what to say to that, so he keeps silent.

YOUNG HELEN
Maybe it’s time for my anniversary 
gift.

Another kiss, and she draws him to the bed. Things rapidly 
escalate. After all, “David’s” been wanting this for a while 
now. One look at his face, and we can tell that the Nick 
inside there is rejuvenated -- ALIVE.

Outside the window, dragonflies flit around restlessly as 
“David” and Young Helen strip off their clothes. In short 
order, he’s inside her. She gasps.

YOUNG HELEN
(softly)

Here...

She takes ahold of her long hair, twists it into a tight 
twirl -- and WRAPS THE TWIST OF HAIR LOOSELY AROUND HER NECK.

She finds his hand, and - closing her eyes and guiding his 
hand - SHE ENABLES HIM TO PULL THE HAIR: A GENTLE 
STRANGULATION. 

This manages to throw “David” off a bit.

YOUNG HELEN
(breathless)

What? I know you like to. 

She’s this close to orgasm. He tries to pull the hair a 
little tighter -- then releases it.

YOUNG HELEN
What???

“DAVID”
It’s not that I - - It’s just I 
never -

THEN AGAIN, EVERYTHING FREEZES. Young Helen in mid-orgasm, 
the dragonflies hovering outside the window.

“DAVID”
Ah fuck.

WHITE OUT.
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INT. NICK'S CAR - AFTERNOON (Present Day)96 <

RAPIDLY OUT OF WHITE: MAGGIE’S FACE, IN THE ON-RAMP TO AN 
ORGASM.

MAGGIE
Jesus -- who are you??? 

REVEAL: NICK, VERY MUCH BACK IN HIS BODY, CLOSE TO ORGASM 
HIMSELF - - MUCH TO HIS ASTONISHMENT. This is both perfect 
culmination and utter dislocation.

As the two of them head for climax:

ISAAC (V.O.)
The Old Woman baked him
He rose from the heat...

INT. SITTING ROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - EVENING (1947)97

David - the real David - IN TROUSERS AND A RUMPLED SHIRT, 
sitting at the piano playing the last notes of a piece of 
music. Then he suddenly stops, pulls his hands off the keys 
like they just got burned.

ISAAC (V.O.)
She opened the door
And he stood there complete...

His eyes dart around, like he’s realizing where he is for the 
first time. It’s certainly not where he just was. But there’s 
something else, aside from the coitus interruptus. He’s 
confused: why is all this so familiar?

THE SCREAM OF A TEA KETTLE RISES from the Kitchen.

ISAAC (V.O.)
She tried hard to hold him, 
But he leapt from the pan...

The tea kettle stops.

And like he has no choice, David gets up from the piano.

EXT. APPLE TREE IN THE FIELD - AFTERNOON (Present Day) 98

Isaac hunkered down in the Wizard of Oz tree, fixedly 
scraping “GOLDEN” into the soft wood. 
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ISAAC
- Saying run run run as fast as you 
can, you can't catch me, 
I'm the gingerbread man.

EXT. NURSING HOME, FENCED-IN AREA - AFTERNOON (Present Day)99

A secure, fenced in area outside the Home. A POLICE OFFICER 
is conferring with A FEW OFFICIAL LOOKING PEOPLE.

ISAAC (V.O.)
Over hill, over dale
Through forests so deep,
He taunted the windows
Of those fast asleep...

Off a little ways is Old Helen, in a wheelchair, an IV drip 
hanging on a pole above. She looks super drugged. TWO 
ATTENDANTS stay close by.

ISAAC (V.O.)
Through the long day
And into the night, the woman who 
baked him kept him in sight...

INT. THE CHURCH, A LOCAL BAR - SAME 100

Nick nursing a Scotch. On the bar, evidence of what’s been 
happening since he’s been gone: the sketch “Nick” made of the 
tree house, his iPhone (the glass cracked). 

ISAAC (V.O.)
But he laughed and he sang
“You don’t know who I am” --

Nick winces, carefully peels back his sleeve revealing a semi-
transparent covering on A NEWLY MINTED TATTOO ON HIS LEFT 
FOREARM.

ISAAC (V.O.)
So run run run fast as you can, 
You can't catch me, I'm the 
gingerbread man... 

EXT. APPLE TREE IN THE FIELD - SAME101

Isaac stares at what he’s carved into the wood.

ISAAC
(absently)

You can’t catch me...
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Tears start to well up, just looking at the word “Golden.”

Something clicks. He looks over to the construction site. 
Lots of busy activity, but no Maggie to be seen.

Isaac makes a decision; jumps out of the tree and heads 
towards the dirt road.

INT. THE CHURCH BAR - SAME102

The BARTENDER (30s, heavily tattooed) is refreshing Nick’s 
drink. He notices the bandage on Nick’s forearm.

BARTENDER
Hurts like a bitch first couple 
days, right?

NICK
Yeah. Better make it a double.

The Bartender smiles, makes it so.

BARTENDER
You up from the city?

NICK
Is it that obvious?

BARTENDER
Don’t take it personally. You got a 
second home up here?

NICK
-- My wife does.

BARTENDER
Now that sounds like a tale to 
tell.

Beat.

NICK
You know those stories about guys 
who go out for a pack of cigarettes 
and just keep going?

The Bartender leans down on his elbows, now interested. 

BARTENDER
Married? Kids?
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NICK
All of the above. But a lotta 
disconnects.

BARTENDER
I get that. Divorced myself. She 
was playin’ the field. No kids 
though. That makes it easier.

NICK
My kid is... complex.

BARTENDER
That sounds like code.

NICK
I love him, but he’s just hard to 
connect to.

BARTENDER
And your wife?

NICK
(sighs, drinks)

I don’t know.

BARTENDER
She like mine? Screwin’ some other 
guy?

Nick actually ponders that one. 

NICK
Yes and no.

BARTENDER
Now that’s an interesting answer.

NICK
You’ve no idea.

BARTENDER
So. Walk-away, shed the skin, start 
over, get it right this time?

NICK
You think it’s a fantasy?

BARTENDER
Look man, you got a family --

NICK
But what if they never knew?
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BARTENDER
? - You mean like live a double 
life? 

NICK
No, I mean what if they never even 
knew you were gone?

BARTENDER
I’ll be fucked how the hell you’d 
engineer something like that.

(beat, then)
But, I guess the important thing is 
happiness. Would leaving make 
everybody happier?

We can see on Nick’s face that that landed.

The door opens, Maggie walks in, heads for Nick, who looks at 
her confused. 

As she arrives:

MAGGIE
(to Nick)

Hey.

NICK
Hey. How’d you know I’d be here.

MAGGIE
You said, “getting a drink.” Only 
one place to do that.

The Bartender eyeballs Maggie, gives Nick a wide eyed look. 
Then reasserts his professional self.

BARTENDER
(to Maggie)

Get you something?

MAGGIE
What’s he having?

BARTENDER
Top shelf rotgut.

MAGGIE
You got a Cabernet or something?

BARTENDER
Something.

He heads down the bar.
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MAGGIE
Any noises from the hospital?

NICK
Nothing I’ve paid attention to.

MAGGIE
Aren’t you cavalier.

NICK
They’ll survive.

Her wine arrives. The Bartender gives Nick one last glance, 
then he’s off. Maggie clinks Nick’s glass, drinks.

MAGGIE
That was something. Almost a little 
kinky. En plein air. Haven’t done 
that since I was a teenager.

NICK
And?

MAGGIE
I could get used to it.

She notices the bandage.

MAGGIE
(disbelieving)

Is that a tattoo??

NICK
-- Apparently.

MAGGIE
What is it? What’d you get?

She reaches for his arm, but he pulls it back.

NICK
Still hurts.

MAGGIE
What possessed you??

NICK
-- Not sure.

Beat. Nick studies Maggie’s reflection in the discolored 
mirror behind the bottles.

Maggie notices the tree house sketch. It’s not bad.
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MAGGIE
Nick has skills. Who knew?

NICK
We all have little secrets I guess.

MAGGIE
Yeah but you’re a little Jekyll and 
Hyde-ey these days.

NICK
I guess I am.

MAGGIE
Trust me.

NICK
-- So who do you like better?

She sizes him up.

MAGGIE
Who am I talking to? The old Nick?

NICK
Let’s say.

MAGGIE
I like ‘em both...

NICK
But?

MAGGIE
Well I’ve known Jekyll for a while 
and -- he can be kinda frustrating.

NICK
And Hyde?

MAGGIE
I haven’t known him for very long. 
Actually, not sure I’ve ever seen 
him before. -- Isaac seems to like 
him. 

She toys with the treehouse sketch.

MAGGIE
I mean, he’s working at it anyway. 
You gotta work at it.
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NICK
(shakes his head)

You just have a gift.

MAGGIE
Bullshit. I work hard at it. You - 
the Jekyll you - just wants to wake 
up with all the skills handed to 
him, and it just doesn’t work like 
that. At least now it seems like 
you’re trying instead of waiting 
around for a miracle. 

NICK
Don’t believe in miracles?

MAGGIE
I wish. You gotta commit, Nick. You 
can’t be one thing one minute and 
something else the next. You’re 
gonna fuck everybody up. 

Nick is agitated, locking up. He turns his attention back to 
their reflection in the discolored mirror. Maggie shakes her 
head.

MAGGIE
There’s the old Nick. 

She stands, has another gulp of wine.

MAGGIE
I gotta get back. Make sure 
Desdemona and Isaac are settled. 
Put out fires. You? Gonna drink the 
day away? 

NICK
I don’t know.

MAGGIE
Well why don’t you try not 
reinventing yourself every two 
minutes. Do something useful. Build 
the treehouse, check with the 
fucking pound like you said you 
were going to do --

NICK
Does he make you happy?

MAGGIE
(irritated)

Does who make me happy?
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NICK
The other me. “Mr. Hyde.” Does he?

She looks long and hard at him, simultaneously pitying and 
exhausted.

MAGGIE
I don’t know, Nick. Does he make 
you happy?

After a beat, she stalks off -- leaving Nick alone with his 
reflection in the bar mirror.

EXT. NURSING HOME, OUTSIDE THE FENCE - LATE AFTERNOON103

With Isaac, moving in the shadows along the chain link fence. 
He has his eyes on Old Helen, seated in her wheelchair. 

He’s gotten himself pretty worked up, but now he’s 
crestfallen, what with the Police Officer and the Officials 
hanging around, not to mention the two Attendants keeping 
guard over Old Helen.

He’s about to call it quits, when something happens 
completely out of the blue: NICK EMERGES FROM INSIDE THE 
HOME, accompanied by an Aide. 

ISAAC
(hushed)

What the -- ??

Isaac ducks back into the underbrush, maneuvering himself as 
close as can be while staying in the shadows - all the while, 
keeping his eyes on Nick, who seems to be explaining 
something to the Cop. 

Nick holds out something that glints in the sun. The Cop 
gives it the once over, gives him the OK, and Nick heads over 
to Old Helen.

NICK
(to the Attendants)

I’ll just be a minute.

The Attendants give him a little space (and Isaac’s clearly 
gotten himself close enough that he can hear what’s being 
said).

EXT. INSIDE THE FENCE - SAME104

Nick sits on the bench next to Old Helen.
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For a few moments, Nick just takes in the details of that 
face, searching for the Young Woman in there.

Then Old Helen turns her absent gaze Nick’s way. She has the 
most curious expression on her face: for the first time, she 
seems content.

OLD HELEN
Do I know you?

NICK
Not really. But you -- you did, in 
a way.

OLD HELEN
(mildly curious)

Did I? 

Nick holds out the gold chain, threaded with the locket and 
keys.

OLD HELEN
How did you get that?

She takes the chain.

OLD HELEN
Who are you??

NICK
My son was the one who found you.

OLD HELEN
He was trespassing.

NICK
Yes, I apologize --

OLD HELEN
He broke my mirror -

NICK
Did he?

OLD HELEN
- And terrible things happen when 
you break a mirror.

NICK
7 years bad luck?

OLD HELEN
That’s a fairy tale. This was much 
worse.
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And now Old Helen notices the Dragonflies, some dozen or so 
fluttering nearby. She looks at them, curious.

OLD HELEN
(to the dragonflies?)

But it doesn’t matter anymore. I 
took care of it. 

NICK
Took care of what?

OLD HELEN
(in her own world)

Should have done it then, would 
have been easy. 

(shift, disgusted)
Blood of an Innocent and a Loving 
Companion. What an idiot. You get 
sloppy in your old age.

NICK
I wanted to tell you -

OLD HELEN
(she sniffs the air)

Do you smell that?

THE DRAGONFLIES MULTIPLY, FLUTTERING AROUND THEM. Old Helen 
is now worried, trying to decode their presence. 

OLD HELEN
(to the dragonflies)

What?

For Nick, it’s time to leave the crazy lady alone. He stands.

NICK
I’m sorry, I shouldn’t be bothering 
you. I just wanted to thank you. 

OLD HELEN
For what??

NICK
-- Everyone’s happiness.

It suddenly dawns on her:

OLD HELEN
It’s you. You smell like him. 

NICK
(isn’t that interesting)

Do I.
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OLD HELEN
Why??!

Old Helen struggles fiercely through the drug-induced fog - 
THIS IS SERIOUS.

NICK
(marveling)

When I’m there, I’m inside him. 
That must be it.

OLD HELEN
What are you talking about?!

On the alert, the TWO ATTENDANTS HUSTLE OVER.

ATTENDANT
You’ll need to go now, sir.

OLD HELEN
I killed him!

NICK
? - Killed who?

The Attendants restrain Old Helen. THE DRAGONFLIES FLIT 
AROUND NICK, he swaps them away.

NICK
Killed who??

ATTENDANT
Sir!

NICK
Yes, of course.

OLD HELEN
(desperate, to the 
Attendant)

I killed him. I killed him!

ATTENDANT
You sure did.

NICK
(last thought, to Helen)

I just want you to know I’ll do my 
best to make you happy --

THEN HE SUDDENLY SPOTS ISAAC ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE FENCE, 
LOOKING RIGHT AT HIM.
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NICK
Isaac??

Nick hurries back to the Home.

OLD HELEN
(now it’s panic)

No no wait! Where is he?? 

But Nick is gone. 

OLD HELEN
(screaming at Nick)

If you’re inside him, WHERE IS 
HE??!

THE DRAGONFLIES ARE GOING NUTS as Old Helen tries to go after 
Nick. In the process, SHE TEARS OUT HER IV, SPATTERING THE 
ATTENDANTS WITH BLOOD. NURSES come running --

SHIFT TO A VIEW ABOVE IT ALL: THE POV OF THE DRAGONFLIES, AS 
THEY SWARM HELTER SKELTER.

SMASH CUT TO:

EXT. NURSING HOME - FOLLOWING105

Nick runs out of the street-side entrance to the Home, 
meeting Isaac running from the fenced area. Before he can get 
a word out:

ISAAC
What did you mean?? What were you 
talking about?! 

NICK
Isaac, I -

ISAAC
You smell like who?? You want to 
make that old woman happy?? 

NICK
Isaac -- 

ISAAC
(relentless)

She killed Golden, didn’t she?! 
That disgusting old witch. She 
killed her and you went to that 
house but you don’t care what 
happened to Golden, you - !
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Nick grabs him.

NICK
Isaac!

ISAAC
(thin)

- What?

NICK
(mustering all he’s got)

Golden died. But I took care of 
her, and --

NOW ISAAC’S TEARS COME IN A FLOOD.

ISAAC
(screaming)

What do you mean?! 

NICK
She died and I - I buried her -- 

ISAAC
Liar! Liar!!

NICK
No. No, I - 

ISAAC
You said she was fine!  

NICK
No, I didn’t, I -- 

Isaac hits Nick in the chest again and again with his fists.

ISAAC
You lied! You did, you did, you 
lied - - !! 

Nick just stands there, an impotent punching bag, just 
wanting to flee. Then Isaac shoves Nick away, caught between 
rage and desperation.

ISAAC
Who are you???

CLOSE IN ON: NICK’S FACE, BEWILDERED. THE FUTURE IS IN HIS 
HANDS. 

NICK
I just -- I just want you to be 
happy.
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ISAAC
(baffled)

What do you - ??

NICK
And I mean, I -- I don’t even know 
how to build a tree house.

Isaac stares at him, dumbfounded. 

ISAAC
No -- no you do - -

A CAR HORN SOUNDS as Desdemona pulls up.

DESDEMONA
(calling through her 
window)

There you are!

She gets out and hustles over.

NICK’S TORN, BUT HIS MIND IS MADE UP. 

NICK
(to Isaac)

Everything’s going to be okay. 
Everyone’s going to be happy. 

DESDEMONA
Come on, Isaac, your dad’s got work 
to do.

NICK
I’ll - I’ll be back.

HE HURRIES AWAY, LEAVING ISAAC REELING.

ISAAC
No No NO!!

He tries to break away, but Desdemona restrains him. And 
anyway, Nick’s already in his car and heading out. 

AT LAST, ISAAC MANAGES TO WREST HIMSELF FROM DESDEMONA’S 
GRIP. 

But to her astonishment HE HEADS INTO THE NURSING HOME AT A 
FLAT OUT RUN.
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INT. NURSING HOME - FOLLOWING106

THE PLACE IS IN CHAOS: the hallways clogged with curious 
patients. From somewhere, OLD HELEN IS SCREAMING. Isaac 
follows her voice, rushes down the hall. No one stops him.

INT. CORRIDOR OUTSIDE OLD HELEN’S ROOM - FOLLOWING107

Isaac rounds the corner in time to see TWO AIDES emerging 
from Old Helen’s room and head off down the hall.

SFX: BEHIND HIM, RUNNING FOOTSTEPS.

DESDEMONA (O.S.)
Isaac!!

Isaac quickly ducks into -

INT. OLD HELEN’S ROOM - CONTINUOUS108

OLD HELEN HAS BEEN PUT IN RESTRAINTS. The IV is back in her 
arm, securely bandaged in place, the blood cleaned up. She’s 
doped up but it hasn’t calmed her one bit.

Isaac moves in on her - and she barely has time to register 
him before HE SLAMS HIS FISTS DOWN ON THE BED.

ISAAC
You killed her! My Golden! You 
trapped her and killed her - ! 

OLD HELEN HAS JUST ENOUGH LEASH TO GRAB ISAAC’S WRIST. And 
struggle as he might, Isaac can’t free himself from her 
fierce grip.

OLD HELEN
(brutal, scary)

Do you love your father??

Terrified, all Isaac can do is nod.

OLD HELEN
THEN YOU LOCK THAT DOOR! Lock up 
that Thing. You keep your father 
out of there!

Isaac wants to flee, but she holds him tight. 

OLD HELEN
(urgent)

The Key.
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She wriggles her other hand free, grabs THE GOLD CHAIN 
THREADED WITH THE LOCKET & KEYS from the bedside table, slaps 
it into Isaac’s hand.

OLD HELEN
(life and death)

Lock the door. Lock IT in!

OUTSIDE THE WINDOW A SWARM OF DRAGONFLIES BATTERS AT THE 
GLASS. Isaac weeps in fear.

OLD HELEN
Save your father!!

EVERYTHING CLICKS: WE CAN SEE IT ON ISAAC’S FACE. 

OLD HELEN
Now run -- RUN! 

ISAAC BOLTS.

OLD HELEN
(to the dragonflies)

Forgive me -- Forgive me!

BUT THE DRAGONFLIES COVER THE WINDOW, ECLIPSING THE LIGHT.

SMASH CUT TO:

EXT. VARIOUS - EARLY EVENING109

CONDENSED MONTAGE: with ISAAC, entering the empty 
construction site, heading for the woods...

With NICK, as he passes the stone walls; the Graveyard...

With ISAAC, as he runs through the woods to beat the Devil.

INT. THE MIRROR ROOM - EARLY EVENING110

Nick standing before the Mirror, trembling, disheveled. He 
searches the Mirror for a sign, something to tell him he’s 
doing the right thing.

THEN HE HEARS IT: from deep inside the mirror, THE SOUND OF 
PIANO MUSIC. 

WITH A SHAKING HAND, HE REACHES FOR THE MIRROR. THE HAIRLINE 
CRACK TRAVELS VIRTUALLY ACROSS THE GLASS, THEN: 

WHITE OUT. 
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INT. SITTING ROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - EARLY EVENING 111
(1947)

OUT OF WHITE: SUDDENLY SERENE. 

"David", IN TROUSERS AND A RUMPLED SHIRT, HIS SUSPENDERS 
HANGING LOOSE, at the piano, looking at sheet music. 

He pauses. Or rather, Nick inside there pauses, looks around, 
relieved to be back.

“DAVID”
(softly)

Thank god.

Then he hears light tapping on the ceiling -- tap tap tap, 
tap tap tap. He smiles. It’s her. 

Her soft voice drifts through the air, a magnified whisper:

YOUNG HELEN
Play...

He settles on Erik Satie’s Danses de travers #1, sits - 
grateful to see David reflected in the surface of the 
polished piano. He opens the sheet music. 

INT. BEDROOM - SAME112

Young Helen lying draped across the bed, in a delightful post-
coital haze, as the first haunting notes of the Satie rise up 
from below. She breathes in the music.

INT. THE MIRROR ROOM - EARLY EVENING (Present Day)113

With “Nick”, staring resolutely at his familiar/unfamiliar  
reflection in the Mirror.

NO HESITATION: HE HEADS OUT.

EXT. THE CLEARING - FOLLOWING114

A HIGH ANGLE, GIVING US A SENSE OF THE WHOLE GEOGRAPHY: Isaac 
circling the hedge while, across the way, “Nick” leaves the 
Clearing through the gap in the brambles.

INT. BEDROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - EARLY EVENING (1947)115

The music still coming from the Sitting Room below, Young 
Helen rises, lazily slips into a bathrobe. 
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She looks at herself in a mirror. She puts her hands on her 
belly; smiles.

EXT. THE CLEARING - EARLY EVENING (Present Day) 116

With Isaac, struggling to control his fear at returning to 
this dreadful place. But as brave as he can be, he moves 
towards the House.

He passes the OVEN. The heat from Golden’s cremation has been 
too much for it: THE OVEN HAS RUPTURED, AND FROM A GAPING 
CRACK, CHARRED BONES HAVE SPILLED OUT. AND NOT RAT BONES, BUT 
LARGE, DOG SIZED BONES.

Isaac hurries on.

INT. BEDROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - EARLY EVENING (1947)117

The music is still rising from the Sitting Room below as 
Young Helen arrives at the bureau, reaches for her Locket --

AND THERE IS DAVID’S RING OF KEYS. PROMINENT AMONG THEM, THE 
UNIQUE LITTLE ANTIQUE KEY. Playfully, she tries the key in 
the bureau lock. It doesn’t fit. 

She looks around for other possibilities: a blanket trunk; a 
wardrobe - all of these exquisite things that David has made. 

Her hands run over them as if over a human body...

EXT. GRAVEYARD IN THE WOODS - EARLY EVENING (Present Day) 118

WITH “NICK” inside the graveyard, staring at THE FIVE 
GRAVESTONES. Etched into each stone is a faint, crude 
engraving.

She is not Dead, but Sleepeth

“NICK”
How long it must have taken. -- 
Such devotion.

Now for the first time, we sense something cold behind those 
eyes, bone chilling. We sense the Man who’s possessed Nick, 
the consciousness of David driving the body: the Frankenstein 
Nick has enabled.

“Nick” looks around for something. THERE: he worms a rock out 
of the stone border wall -- AND SMASHES THE FIRST STONE.
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EXT. PORCH, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - SAME119

Isaac just arriving on the Porch as we hear THE DISTANT SOUND 
OF BREAKING STONE, reverberating through the woods. It’s far 
away -- but it might be Nick.

The clock’s ticking. So with equal parts courage and terror, 
Isaac opens the door.

INT. BEDROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - EARLY EVENING (1947)120

Underscored by the piano music rising from below...

Young Helen pauses in her lock quest, noticing the repeated 
pattern of little carved keyhole shapes on the wainscoting. 
She playfully tries the key in the series of carvings - 
which, of course, don’t yield to the key.

THEN: she happens upon A REAL KEYHOLE SET IN THE WALL, 
camouflaged by all the other fake ones.

Perplexed, she INSERTS THE KEY.

INT. ENTRYWAY, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - EVENING (Present Day) 121

Isaac glances into THE KITCHEN, WHICH IS TEEMING WITH 
INSECTS. 

The center of activity is the butcher block table, stained 
with dried blood, THE NOW BLACKENED SLABS OF RAW MEAT 
SHROUDED WITH AN UNDULATING CARPET OF FLIES.

EXT. GRAVEYARD IN THE WOODS - SAME122

With “Nick” catching his breath. ALL FIVE GRAVESTONES HAVE 
BEEN SHATTERED.

THEN: THE SOUND OF BREAKING BRANCHES draws his attention. 
It’s THE FOX, the one we saw early in the film, standing on a 
promontory a little ways off, looking right at “Nick”. 

At that moment something suddenly occurs to him. He looks 
down at the ground, LITTERED WITH JAGGED SPLINTERS OF WHITE 
MARBLE. It’s so simple it makes him laugh.

He looks back up in time to see the Fox lope out of view, 
HEADING BACK TOWARDS THE CLEARING.
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INT. 2nd FLOOR LANDING, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - SAME123

Isaac has arrived. He looks at the closed door on the left, 
but that’s not his destination. He goes into -

INT. BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS124

- Where he’s arrested by the wide open panel to the inner 
room, and the soft glow pulsing from inside.

Averting his eyes, he pushes the panel shut.

He takes out the gold chain threaded with the Keys. He tries 
one - it doesn’t work. But the other one does. HE TURNS THE 
KEY IN THE KEYHOLE... CLICK.

The panel locks tight, a perfect fit. If you didn’t know it, 
you would have no idea that another room even existed behind 
this wall.

INT. MIRROR ROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - EVENING (1947)125

BLACKNESS.

Then the panel slowly opens, revealing Young Helen in a shaft 
of light. As she opens the panel further, her expression 
shifts from curiosity to something much worse.

EXT. KITCHEN YARD, THE CLEARING - EVENING (Present Day)126

With “Nick” as he finds an AX, leaning against a sharpening 
wheel. He hefts it. Good.

INT. 2nd FLOOR LANDING - SAME127

Isaac is about to take a step down the stairs - when he hears 
footsteps climbing up onto the porch. HE’S TRAPPED.

Then it hits him: THE 2nd KEY ON THE CHAIN. 

And indeed it slides neatly into the lock on the second door 
(the old bathroom). He turns it, eases the door open and 
edges inside -- JUST AS THE FRONT DOOR DOWNSTAIRS CREAKS 
OPEN.

INT. 2nd FLOOR BATHROOM - CONTINUOUS 128

With Isaac, as he tucks into the dark, holding his breath.
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OUTSIDE THE ROOM: the sound of footsteps climbing the stairs, 
arriving on the landing, then moving away.

INT. BEDROOM - SAME 129

With “Nick”, ax in hand, staring at the seamless wall. 

He puts down the ax, runs his hands over the wall; finds the 
real key hole, hits the panel -- BUT IT IS TRULY LOCKED. 

HE HITS IT AGAIN.

INT. 2nd FLOOR BATHROOM - SAME130

With Isaac, listening to the dull thud of “Nick’s” fists 
slamming the wall. Isaac retreats into the room, steadies 
himself on something -- 

THEN FREEZES.

With horror, he draws his hand away from whatever it was he 
just touched and holds it in front of him: HE’S GRASPING A 
LONG, THICK CLUTCH OF JET BLACK HAIR. 

IN FACT, HE’S PUT HIS HAND INTO A BOX FULL OF HAIR.

And there’s another box of jewelry, and another filled with 
shoes. And on the wall: 5 NEATLY HUNG DRESSES, STAINED WITH 
BLOOD. He’s in some kind of bizarre museum, or a shrine of 
some sort.

CRACK! 

Isaac jumps half out of his skin.

INT. BEDROOM - SAME131

With "Nick", ax in hand having just whacked the wall with it. 
BUT IT’S BARELY MADE A DENT. 

He’s about to have another crack at it, WHEN HE HEARS THE 
SOUND OF A DOORKNOB RATTLING.

INT. 2nd FLOOR BATHROOM - SAME132

With Isaac, petrified, trying to open the rusted doorknob.

“NICK” (O.S.)
(from in the hall)

Who the hell’s in there??!
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AT THAT MOMENT, THE LATCH CLICKS AND ISAAC BOLTS - SHOVING 
THE DOOR OPEN, SLAMMING “NICK” BACK AGAINST THE WALL. THE AX 
CLATTERS TO THE GROUND.

ISAAC HAS HALF A MOMENT TO REGISTER THE FACE OF A MAN WHO 
CERTAINLY LOOKS LIKE HIS FATHER - - 

BEFORE HE TRIPS AND FALLS DOWN THE STAIRS.

INT. ENTRYWAY - CONTINUOUS133

ISAAC LANDS WITH A RESOUNDING CRACK! AS THE BONE IN HIS LEG 
SNAPS. 

The gold chain & keys fall out of his pocket and skitter 
across the floor...

ISAAC SCREAMS IN PAIN - THE WORLD GREYS OUT. 

IN DARKNESS: the sound of Isaac’s shallow breathing. Then 
footsteps, thudding down the stairs.

Isaac swims up from darkness to see the blurry face of “Nick” 
standing over him. 

THEN DARKNESS SWALLOWS EVERYTHING.

EXT. SITTING ROOM, HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - EVENING (1947)134

“David” sitting at the piano playing the last notes of the 
Danses de travers. 

Just as he finishes, THE SCREAM OF A TEA KETTLE RISES in the 
mix.

“David” sits a few moments, settling into his new world.

The tea kettle stops, and “David” gets up from the piano, 
heads for the doorway.

THEN HE PAUSES, something nagging at him... But he continues 
on, into --

INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS135

Young Helen sets two cups of tea on the table as “David” 
comes in from the sitting room.

YOUNG HELEN
(a fixed smile)

I made tea.
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DAVID
-- Good. 

David looks at her, quizzically, sensing a shift in the 
atmosphere here. 

But there’s no reason to stop playing it all forward despite 
his unaccountable uncertainty. So he sits, looks at Young 
Helen, searching her face for some clue.

She smiles -- but she’s harboring some secret. 

She sits, sips her tea.

CLOSE IN ON: “David’s” tea cup. THERE SEEMS TO BE A LIGHT, 
CLOUDY FILM ON THE SURFACE OF THE TEA.

YOUNG HELEN
(flat)

Don’t let it get cold.

“David” nods, takes a sip. 

WE CAN TELL FROM HIS FACE THAT THE TASTE IS BITTER - but the 
lesson he’s learned is not to speak unless necessary, so as 
not to fracture the dream. Young Helen watches as he takes 
another sip. 

“David’s” face puckers. Something is off.

“DAVID”
It’s --

YOUNG HELEN
Yes??

“DAVID”
(dizzy)

I don’t know --

YOUNG HELEN
The hell you don’t!

SHE SLAMS THE RING OF KEYS ON THE TABLE. 

“David” looks up to see her eyes filled with tears and rage. 
He’s about to say something -- WHEN HIS THROAT CLOSES UP.

Young Helen just glares at him as he CONVULSES IN SOME KIND 
OF SEIZURE. He has time for one last mystified look at the 
woman he thought he loved - - 

THEN HE COLLAPSES TO THE FLOOR.
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BLACKOUT.

Hold. 

THEN, IN BLACK: MUSIC - the scratchy recording of Schubert’s 
Nacht und Träume that we heard at the beginning of the movie.

UP FROM BLACK:

INT. THE MIRROR ROOM - UNCERTAIN (still 1947) 136

CLOSE IN ON: a 78rpm record turning, the source of the music. 
We are aware of A WOMAN MOANING. 

PULL OUT TO REVEAL that we are in the Mirror Room -- BUT THIS 
IS THE ROOM AS IT WAS IN 1947, AND IT’S VERY DIFFERENT.

ARRAYED ON THE WALLS ARE THE BODIES OF 5 YOUNG WOMEN, hanging 
by their long hair, their decay arrested by embalming.

Burn scars, gashes, empty eye sockets, missing fingers -- 
EACH ONE OF THEM IS MAIMED IN SOME UNIQUE & TERRIBLE WAY. 
LIPS HAVE BEEN CAREFULLY STITCHED CLOSED. THEIR EYES HAVE 
BEEN SEALED WITH RED WAX.

BENEATH EACH BODY, BUT ONE, IS A DISTINCTIVE RED GLASS JAR.

THIS IS BOTH A TORTURE CHAMBER AND A GALLERY OF DAVID’S 
VICTIMS, displayed for his appreciation; the record player, 
the music: accompaniment for his “work.”

AND THERE IS YOUNG HELEN, weeping and drained, seated at a 
workbench in the middle of the room.

Carefully arranged on the workbench are bottles of embalming 
fluids, a peculiar BLUE GLASS JAR, and an array of 
beautifully wrought tools: an ebony handled ice pick, a 
cherry handled hammer, a rosewood handled blade... some of 
THE TOOLS WE SAW IN THE OPENING SEQUENCE.

THERE’S ALSO ONE OF THE RED GLASS JARS. It has been opened, 
the contents poured out into an enamel tray. RESTING IN THE 
PUDDLE IS A HUMAN HEART.

YOUNG HELEN
(bone tired)

I loved you. Part of me still does. 
How is that possible? 

REVEAL: "DAVID", LASHED TO A CHAIR, too weak to answer, to 
understand any of this. He tries, but can barely make sounds; 
his throat is paralyzed.
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Young Helen picks up the BLUE GLASS JAR.

YOUNG HELEN
A pinch of rat poison in a cup of 
tea. Just enough to make someone - 
compliant. Don’t worry, it won’t 
kill you. But then you know that, 
don’t you?

(re. the music)
So beautiful.

She touches the array of tools on the workbench.

YOUNG HELEN
So beautiful.

She scans the bodies on the wall.

YOUNG HELEN
And were they all ugly, like me? 
Did they all feel honored by your 
attention? As if we didn’t deserve 
such happiness -- 

She chokes up.

“DAVID”
(slurred)

Helen -

YOUNG HELEN
(tightening up)

Don’t.

She pulls up her sleeve, touches the faint scars on her 
wrist. 

YOUNG HELEN
You remember when I did this? You 
saved me.

“David” has no clue. She gestures to the room.

YOUNG HELEN
When I found all this, I thought at 
first you would’ve been happy if 
I’d finished the job myself. 

She drags herself to her feet, goes to one of the bodies, 
gently touches the woman’s arm WHERE WE SEE THE EVIDENCE OF A 
SERIES OF DEEP GASHES. 
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YOUNG HELEN (CONT’D)
Then I realized you saved me so you 
could kill me yourself. Because you 
are an artist. 

(disgusted with herself)
“Is there a catch.”

She picks up the rosewood handled blade. She moves in front 
of "David", displays the knife. 

YOUNG HELEN
Is this what you had in mind for 
me? Or something more exotic?

She’s not expecting an answer, so - without ceremony - SHE 
PUTS THE KNIFE TO “DAVID’S” ARM AND CUTS HIM, DEEPLY. 

HE HOWLS IN PAIN.

INT. THE MIRROR ROOM - EVENING (Present Day)137

CLOSE IN ON: the Mirror. Just below the surface, we can see 
the hazy image of “David” in pain, his cries muffled and 
distant -- THE IMAGE ISAAC SAW IN THE MIRROR A LONG TIME AGO.

REVEAL: “Nick” gazing with a mix of wonder and disgust at 
this vision. 

INSIDE THE MIRROR, “DAVID” SCREAMS AGAIN.

“Nick” reaches towards the glass, as if it’s exerting a 
magnetic pull. THE HAIRLINE CRACK CREEPS ALONG THE LAST FEW 
INCHES, NOW TOUCHING EDGE TO EDGE.

“NICK” YANKS HIS HAND AWAY, like it just got burned.

HE GRIPS THE AX TIGHTER -- 

INT. THE MIRROR ROOM - UNCERTAIN (1947)138

WE’RE BACK IN THE TORTURE CHAMBER - “David” is now in and out 
of consciousness: ONE OF HIS FINGERS HAS BEEN AMPUTATED. AT 
HIS FEET, A POOL OF BLOOD.

Young Helen drops a pair of shears onto the workbench. She 
looks at the array of devices, selects A LENGTH OF BARBED 
WIRE.

She moves to another of the hanging bodies; touches A 
NECKLACE OF ANGRY LOOKING RED MARKS ON THE VICTIM’S NECK.
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YOUNG HELEN
When I saw myself in the bedroom 
mirror, 1000 years ago, I knew I 
was going to have your child.

She turns and moves towards "David", an emotionless dead 
zone, barbed wire in hand. He struggles, but his bonds are 
too tight.

YOUNG HELEN
I could feel it growing in me. I 
was so happy. And I thought: this 
is enough. If I was to die at this 
moment, I will have lived a 
beautiful life. And it would have 
been true.

She opens the barbed wire to its full length, stretches it 
taut.

YOUNG HELEN
But I tell you: if there is some 
spawn now growing in me, I will 
tear it out with steel.

“DAVID”
(finding his voice)

I loved you! We loved each other!

YOUNG HELEN
-- Yes. We did.

Maybe he’s getting through to her!

“DAVID”
I know how it sounds, but with you - 
I really found love, real love.

YOUNG HELEN
(more tears)

You were the first - the only man I 
ever loved. 

Is this a ray of hope?

“DAVID”
Yes, Helen, we can --

YOUNG HELEN
(acid)

WE CAN WHAT??!

And as she advances on him:
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“DAVID”
(pitiful)

Please -- don’t kill me. 

YOUNG HELEN
(regaining her command)

Oh, I have no intention of killing 
you.

She moves behind him with the barbed wire - - 

AND SOMETHING SUDDENLY OCCURS TO "DAVID". HOW CAN HE HAVE 
FORGOTTEN?? 

HE CLAMPS HIS EYES SHUT. THE WORLD GOES BLACK.

WE’RE INSIDE HIM, HIS VOICE REVERBERANT:

“DAVID”
(frantic)

It’s like a game, with rules. Say 
the wrong thing --

(a lunatic laugh)
There’s no place like home! There’s 
No Place Like Home - -

(screaming, suddenly 
bereft)

MAGGIE! MAGGIE FORGIVE ME!

He holds his breath.

THE WORLD IS COMPLETELY SILENT. 

His breathing stutters into optimistic life.

“DAVID”
(softly)

Please God. Please God. Isaac. I’m 
so sorry - -

THEN JUST AS HIS EYES FLUTTER OPEN WE --

SMASH TO BLACK.

IN BLACKNESS...

NICK’S VOICE (V.O.)
You don’t know how sorry. Now I 
just want to forget the past. - Not 
forget: learn from it.

Then, slowly out of black...
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EXT. CONSTRUCTION SITE - SAME139

60 FRAMES: the moonlit figure of Nick carrying Isaac out of 
the woods and onto the cleared edge of the construction site. 
He looks heroic, carrying his wounded, unconscious little 
boy.  

NICK’S VOICE (V.O.)
I was looking for - I don’t know, 
some sort of miracle. Couldn’t see 
I had a miracle right in front of 
my face all the time.

He carries Isaac to his car and settles him into the back 
seat.

NICK’S VOICE (V.O.)
That person you thought I was... I 
don’t want to be him anymore. I’m 
not him. I’m better than him.

Nick’s car pulls away from the construction site. We follow 
the headlights as they descend down the dirt driveway and 
finally leave our field of view.

CUT TO:

EXT. RUINS OF THE HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - SAME140

We’re looking at the smoldering remains of the House in the 
Clearing, chillingly lit by the full moon.

NICK’S VOICE (V.O.)
All I want to do now is start over.

THE WIND BLOWS ACROSS THE ASH-COVERED GROUND.

FADE TO BLACK.

IN BLACK:

MAGGIE (V.O.)
Start over.

FADE UP ON:

INT. PRE-FAB - EVENING (Days Later)141

The pre-fab is mostly up. 

The work crew is gone, and Maggie and Nick* are sitting at a 
make shift table in what might eventually be a kitchen.
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‘NICK’
You can’t imagine how happy I am to 
be here with you.  

* at this moment, we’re not sure which ‘Nick’ this is.

‘Nick’ has shaved off the mustache. He looks good. He seems 
both confident and contrite. Maggie’s dry-eyed now, but her 
eyes are swollen from crying.

MAGGIE
And Isaac.

‘NICK’
(gently)

Of course. Of course Isaac.

Maggie’s definitely relieved. But she’s still a bit 
skeptical. 

MAGGIE
Ready to try and work at it?

‘NICK’
I’m not gonna try, Maggie. I’m 
gonna succeed. 

(simply)
I love you.

MAGGIE
Slow it down, Nick.

He holds up his hands in surrender.

‘NICK’
Sorry. You set the pace.

Maggie notices the leading edge of his tattoo. She shakes her 
head, lightens up a bit.

MAGGIE
Well you know, you’re gonna have to 
roll up your sleeves and get to 
work.

Playfully, she reaches over, unbuttons his cuff, literally 
rolls up his sleeve. For his part, ‘Nick’ is appreciating her 
proximity.

The bandage is gone. And now we get a real look at the new 
tattoo: A HEART ENTWINED BY BARBED WIRE, dripping a few 
tattooed drops of blood -- EXACTLY THE TATTOO DAVID HAD IN 
THE CLEARING.
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MAGGIE
Damn.

‘NICK’
(sheepish)

Yeah, I know.

She eyes Nick.

MAGGIE
I want to say “no promises.” 

‘NICK’
Fair enough. 

MAGGIE
So what say we see how things go. 
Call it a probationary period. 

‘NICK’
Fair enough. -- Can I show you 
something?

MAGGIE
You show me? Okay...

He stands, takes her hand.

STAY WITH THEM AS THEY WALK UP TO THE 2nd FLOOR, through 
hyper-modern hallways, past space age rooms.

MAGGIE (CONT’D)
You know, I was thinking, there’s a 
hospital over in Hudson. Might be 
looking for an administrator.

‘NICK’
Actually think I want to work with 
my hands.

MAGGIE
The New Nick?

‘NICK’
Little bit of the new, little bit f 
the old.

MAGGIE
A little Jekyll, a little Hyde?

‘NICK’
-- Sure.

She runs her hand over his smooth upper lip.
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MAGGIE (CONT’D)
(re. the mustache)

Always hated that thing.

Nick smiles as he guides her into THE BEDROOM. 

Then she stops.

‘NICK’
What?

Maggie takes his face in her hands, peers into his eyes.

MAGGIE
Just want to make sure that’s still 
Nick in there.

‘NICK’
He’s in here. Here to stay.

(smiles, then gestures)
We’re here.

MAGGIE
We’re where?

He’s taken them to a nearly featureless wall.

MAGGIE (CONT’D)
I don’t get it. 

‘NICK’
I made a little modification. 

MAGGIE
You did? All on your own? 

He shrugs.

MAGGIE
Will wonders never cease.

HE PRESSES A SPOT IN THE WALL. A HIDDEN PANEL SPRINGS LIGHTLY 
OPEN. 

MAGGIE
What’s this?? 

‘NICK’
A little surprise.

Curious, Maggie moves into -
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INT. AN UNKNOWN ROOM - CONTINUOUS142

MAGGIE
What is this? A closet?

Then we notice: THERE ARE NO WINDOWS IN THIS ROOM. 

We slowly push in on Nick’s face; unreadable. Finally, he 
smiles.

“NICK”
Sure. 

Maggie gives him a quizzical look -- 

AS A SOUND LIKE A WHIRLWIND CAREENS INTO THE SOUNDTRACK.

CUT TO BLACK.

BUT ONLY FOR HALF A SECOND.

EXT. HOUSE IN THE CLEARING - AFTERNOON (1947)143

EYES SNAP OPEN FROM AN UNKNOWN POV. We’re inside, hearing 
ourselves breathe, the sound of the birds, the insects. 

WE’RE WALKING TOWARDS THE BARN -- EXACTLY AS HAPPENED THE 
FIRST TIME NICK WAS HERE.

Then we stop; turn to see the mint condition House. Our 
breathing catches as A FIGURE PASSES BY THE KITCHEN WINDOW, 
THEN DISAPPEARS.

“DAVID”
(our voice)

What - ??

A DRAGONFLY appears, hovers a moment, then flies towards THE 
BARN.

“DAVID” (CONT’D)
(incredulous)

No - -

WE HEAD FOR THE BARN AT A DEAD RUN.

INT. BARN IN THE CLEARING - CONTINUOUS144

The workbench, the hand tools, the chair. 

We turn towards the station wagon A SPLIT SECOND BEFORE A 
DRAGONFLY ZOOMS PAST US.
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We stumble up to the driver’s side window WHERE WE SEE 
“DAVID” REFLECTED BACK AT US. 

THE WORLD HAS BEEN PERFECTLY RESET. There are no wounds, no 
punctured eye, no missing fingers.

Shaking, we put our hand in our jacket pocket; then withdraw 
THE GOLD CHAIN THREADED WITH THE LOCKET.

“DAVID”
(thin and utterly lost)

Oh no God please.

YOUNG HELEN (O.S.)
David?

He doesn’t want to, but “David” turns to see the rather 
plain, shy Young Woman standing in the entryway to the barn, 
her long black hair gathered up. 

Dragonflies flit around her, caught in the sunlight. 

YOUNG HELEN
Did you find what you were looking 
for?

CLOSE IN ON: “DAVID’S” EYES -- NICK, DEEP INSIDE THERE,  
REALIZING HE IS TRAPPED FOREVER IN THIS PURGATORY.

BLACKOUT.

END OF FILM
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